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PREFACE

This investigation was performed by personnel of the Earthquake

Engineering and Geophysics Division (EEGD), Geotechnical Laboratory (GL),

U. S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (WES), for the Office,

Chief of Engineers (OCE), U. S. Army, during the period May 1979 to

November 1980. The investigation was part of CWIS Work Unit No. 31150,

"Remote Delineation of Cavities and Discontinuities."

This report was prepared by Mr. Dwain K. Butler, EEGD. The field

work described in this report was performed by Messrs. Butler, Joseph R.

Curro, Jr., and Rodney N. Walters, EEGD, and was closely coordinated

with other studies at this site conducted under this same work unit,

work carried out under an In-House Laboratory Independent Research

(ILIR) Project, "Microgravimetric Techniques for Geotechnical Applica-

tion," and the Project 4A161102AT22, Work Unit 002/Q6, "Analytical and

Data Processing Techniques for Interpretation of Geophysical Properties."

Assistance with field programs at the Medford Cave site was pro-

vided by Messrs. J. D. Gammage, William Stelz, Bill Wisner, and

Dr. Robert Ho of the Florida Department of Transportation, Gainesville,

Fla. Assistance of personnel of Southwest Research Institute, San

Antonio, Tex., in obtaining cavity and site maps, supplying information

about their previous work at the site, and other assistance throughout

this investigation is gratefully acknowledged. Mr. William D. Reves,

Ocala, Fla., served as geological consultant for the work, assisted in

core logging, and prepared Appendix A of this report.

Special acknowledgement is given to Professor Robert Neumann and

the Compagnie Generale de Geophysique (CGG), Massy, France. Profes-

sor Neumann provided encouragement and assistance throughout the program.

In July 1979, Mr. Butler visited Professor Neumann with data from the

microgravity survey at the Medford site. Professor Neumann, Mr. Jacques

Regnaudin, and other colleagues at CGG assisted in the data processing

and preparation of anomaly maps and documented their contributions in a

letter report under Contract Agreement DAJA 37-79-M-0027.

A Sharpe Magnetometer, Model MF1-100, was obtained on loan from
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the Department of Geophysics, Texas A&M University, for use during this

work. Also, a LaCoste and Romberg Gravimeter, Model D4, was loaned to

WES by the U. S. Army Engineer District, Seattle.

The work was performed under the direct supervision of Dr. A. G.

Franklin, Chief, EEGD, and the general supervision of Dr. W. F.

Marcuson III, Chief, GL. Mr. Paul Fisher was the OCE Point of Contact

for the CWIS work, and Mr. Curro was the WES Principal Investigator for

the Work Unit.

Commanders and Directors of WES during the performance of this

work and publication of this report were COL Nelson P. Conover, CE, and

COL Tilford C. Creel, CE. Mr. Fred R. Brown was Technical Director.
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CONVERSION FACTORS, U. S. CUSTOMARY TO METRIC (SI)
UNITS OF MEASUREMENT

U. S. customary units of measurement used in

converted to metric (SI) units as follows:

Multiply

acres

feet

feet per mile

inches

miles (U. S. statute)

pounds (mass) per
cubic foot

By

4046.873

0.3048

0.18939

2.54

1.609347

16.01846

this report may be

To Obtain

square metres

metres

metres per kilometre

centimetres

kilometres

kilograms per cubic
metre
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CAVITY DETECTION AND DELINEATION RESEARCH

MICROGRAVIMETRIC AND MAGNETIC SURVEYS:

MEDFORD CAVE SITE, FLORIDA

PART I: INTRODUCTION

Background

1. In 1974, a research program, funded by the Office, Chief of

Engineers (OCE), U. S. Army, was initiated at the U. S. Army Engineer

Waterways Experiment Station (WES) with the objectives of assessing

the state of the art in geophysical cavity detection and delineation

methodology and developing new methods and improving or adapting old

methods for application to cavity detection and delineation. Briefly,

the primary phases of the research effort are listed below:

a. In 1976, a controlled test facility was constructed at WES,
and a number of artificial (man-made) cavities were made
available for testing and evaluating geophysical survey
methods. Results of geophysical tests conducted at the
facility and details of the facility itself are reported
by Butler and Murphy (1980).

b. The Symposium of Detection of Subsurface Cavities was held
at WES in July 1977 (Butler 1977). The Symposium reviewed
the state of the art and attempted to define the scope of
the problems faced by Corps of Engineers Districts and
Divisions at major construction projects in areas with
subsurface cavities, primarily areas with solution sus-
ceptible bedrock.

c. Early in 1979, two natural field sites in karstic regions,
for which cave maps were available, were selected for
testing and evaluating geophysical methods. The first
site, Medford Cave, in Marion County, Fla., has a rela-
tively shallow (approximately 10 to 50 ft or 3 to 15 m)*

* In many instances, metric units follow the English units parentheti-

cally and dual axis units are included in graphs. By convention, the
gamma (y) is used as the unit of magnetic field strength, and the
pGal is used as the unit of gravitational acceleration in microgravi-
metric surveying; these units are defined in the text. Also, the unit
grams per cubic centimetre for density is used throughout the report.
A table of factors for converting U. S. customary units of measure-

ment to metric (SI) units is presented on page 4.
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air-filled cavity system. The second site, Manatee
Springs, in Levy County, Fla., has a somewhat deeper (ap-
proximately 100 ft or 30 m) water-filled cavity system.
In addition to the known and mapped cavity systems, both
sites have additional cavities and other solution features
common to karst regions.

2. This report documents results and presents conclusions derived

from analyses of microgravity and magnetic survey data obtained at the

Medford Cave site. In addition to the microgravimetric and magnetic

surveys, numerous additional geophysical methods have been applied at

the site, including the following:

a. Seismic methods.

(1) Standard surface seismic refraction.

(2) Surface shear wave refraction.

(3) Constant spacing refracted wave form (Curro, Cooper,
and Ballard 1980).

(4) Surface seismic reflection.

(5) Crosshole seismic method (Ballard 1976 and Butler,
Skogland, and Landers 1978).

(6) Uphole seismic refraction (Franklin 1980).

(7) Fan "shooting" (circular arc geometry).

b. Electrical resistivity.

(1) Horizontal profiling (Wenner array) to produce site
resistivity countour map.

(2) Vertical sounding (Wenner array).

(3) Pole-dipole survey (Bristow-Bates method; Bates 1973
and Butler and Murphy 1980).

c. Acoustic reasonance (subsurface source) (Cooper and

Bieganousky 1978, and Curro, Cooper, and Ballard 1980).

d. Electromagnetic methods (radar).

(1) Surface radar horizontal reflection profiling
(approximately 100 MHz).

(2) Crosshole radar vertical profiling.

e. Borehole geophysical logging.

(1) Caliper.

(2) Natural gamma.

6



(3) Gamma-gamma.

(4) Neutron.

Results of these additional geophysical surveys will be presented in

subsequent reports in this series.

Purpose

3. The purposes of this investigation were to (a) determine

whether surface microgravity and magnetic surveys would indentify

anomaly patterns consistent with known cavity geometry, (b) investigate

the use of the methods to detect previously unknown cavity or other solu-

tion features at the site, and (c) determine size and depth detectabil-

ity of solution features and ability of the methods to resolve closely

spaced features.

4. While this report covers specifically the field procedures and

results of the microgravimetric and magnetic surveys at the Medford site,

reference to the -results of other surveys at the site will be made,

where appropriate, without detailed discussion of the field procedures

or results of the other surveys, leaving detailed discussions to subse-

quent reports.

Scope

5. Part II of this report discusses the Medford Cave site, in-

cluding area geology, site geology, the known cave system, and the site

drilling program. Part III describes the magnetic survey and results,

and Part IV describes the microgravimetric survey and results. Correla-

tions of the microgravimetric and magnetic results with each other and

with known geology and the results of the site drilling program are pre-

sented in Part V. Part VI contains the summary and conclusions.
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PART II: THE MEDFORD CAVE SITE

Location

6. Medford Cave (or Medford's Cave) is located in Marion County,

Fla., about 1 mile south of Reddick. The location of Medford Cave as

well as the Manatee Springs test site is shown in Figure 1. A portion

of the U. S. Geological Survey Reddick Quadrangle (1968) is shown in

Figure 2, with the approximate site location indicated. Figure 3 is an

aerial photograph of the Medford Cave site (circa 1974); the main en-

trance to the cave system is hidden in the cluster of trees in the

center of the photograph.

History of Site Use

7. The Medford Cave is located on land formerly part of the Med-

ford Plantation. Apparently, the cave system has been known at least

since the time the plantation was in operation, and stories are told of

people being lost in the cave and of people entering and then emerging

at sinkholes 1 and 2 miles away. A steel ladder was installed in the

primary entrance (Figure 4) reportedly in the 1940's, and the cave

has been a popular excursion site for people in the vicinity and for

speleological groups. The land around the site has been used for both

vegetable farming and livestock grazing.

8. Scientific use of the site began in the early 1970's when the

Southwest Research Institute (SwRI), San Antonio, Tex., with the assis-

tance of the Florida Department of Transportation, Gainesville, selected

the site for evaluation of three geophysical methods for cavity/tunnel

detection (Fountain, Herzig, and Owen 1975). In addition to mapping the

cavity system, the investigators conducted a standard gravity survey, a

surface ground-penetrating "radar" survey (electromagnetic survey), and

resistivity surveys. All of the methods were only moderately successful

at the site, with the results of the pole-dipole resistivity surveys

considered the most definitive. The radar method was apparently limited

8
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to detection depths shallower than about 15 ft (4.5 m). The gravity

survey results did not correlate very well with the known cavity system,

indicating anomalies which were close but not directly over the largest

of the cavity rooms. Only three verification borings were placed at the

site, with each boring in an area where at least two of the methods in-

dicated anomalies. However, all three borings encountered only solid

material to depths of 32 to 52 ft (9.8 to 15.8 m).

9. WES personnel visited the site in early 1979 on a tour of

several candidate sites for use in the cavity detection and delineation

research program. Several factors contributed to the selection of the

Medford Cave as the first of two test sites planned under the program:

a. A cavity system almost entirely air-filled.

b. Easy site access.

c. Gently sloping topography.

d. Wide range of cavity sizes.

e. Known portion of cavity system shallow, but with a good
range of cavity depths.

f. Cavity system presumably well-mapped.

g. Available results of previous geophysical tests at the
site.

The Florida Department of Transportation agreed to obtain site use

approval and to assist in the test program, which began in May 1979.

Geology

Area geology

10. The Medford Cave site is situated near the east-central flank

of the Ocala Uplift, a northwest-southeast trending "anticlinal struc-

ture" (Faulkner 1970). Although the Ocala Uplift is apparently bounded

by faults, the area is considered tectonically stable. The primary

active geological process affecting the area is solutioning of lime-

stones and dolomites to produce karst topography with little surface

drainage, development of subsurface cavities, sinkhole formation, etc.

Local relief in the area is about 110 ft (34 m) and consists of gently

13



rolling hills and valleys. Generally the hills are capped by only a few

feet of sands and clays over limestone. The shallow depth to top of

limestone has resulted in many limestone quarries in the area. Exten-

sive cave systems with attendant sinkhole formation are commonly asso-

ciated with the hills and higher limestone elevations. The general geol-

ogy of the area and of the Medford Cave site in particular is covered

in Appendix A.

Site geology

11. The general sequence of materials at the Medford Cave site is

sand (with silt, clay, and organic material), clay (may or may not be

present at a given location), and limestone. Typically, the sand ranges

from nearly 0 to about 4 ft in thickness. The clay (residual) occurs

primarly in pockets in the limestone surface. Figure 5 shows a cut at a

*A

Figure 5. Vertical cut showing limestone pinnacles and
clay pockets in quarry near the Medford Cave site

nearby limestone quarry (located approximately 1 mile east of the site)

showing a pinnacled limestone surface with clay filling the pockets

between the pinnacles; the top of the limestone at the Medford Cave site

is similarly pinnacled (shown in the next section). Two limestone

14



formations are encountered at the site. The basal limestone member of

the Hawthorne Formation (Miocene) is a hard, molluscan limestone (about

3.5 ft thick) which partially "caps" the hill under which the Medford

Cave system is developed. The Crystal River Formation (formerly known

as the Ocala Limestone) of the Ocala Group of limestones (Eocene), which

unconformably underlies the Hawthorne Formation, is a soft to very soft,

friable limestone. (In many instances, the Crystal River Limestone is

composed almost entirely of test of foraminifera and could be classed

as a microcoquina.) The known portions of the Medford Cave system are

developed in the Crystal River Formation.

The Medford Cave System

12. Figure 6 is the map of the Medford Cave system produced

through the joint efforts of SwRI and the Florida Department of Trans-

portation. Note the two portions of the cavity sytem; while connection

between the two portions is suggested, no direct connection has been

confirmed. Access to various parts of the system is by openings in the

bottom or sides of three of the four sinks at the site, such as the Pri-

mary Entrance shown in Figure 4. Depths to top of the cave system range

from 10 ft (3 m) to as much as 50 ft (15 m). Segments of the cavity

system vary in size up to a mean cross-section diameter of about 20 ft

(6 m). Two of the larger rooms of the system have unobstructed lengths

of 50 ft (15 m) or greater. The cavity system is air-filled with the

top of the water table about 66 ft (20 m) deeper than the deepest mapped

cave level.

13. There are two major trends to the main part of the cavity

system: N45*W and N70*E. A third trend, N45*E, is defined by a line

passing through three of the sinks.* The first trend above is approxi-

mately parallel to the axis of the Ocala Uplift. The second trend is

roughly the same as a mapped fracture (joint) trend through the Big Room.

* A small sink located about 100 ft (30 m) to the southwest of the

Secondary Entrance is not shown in Figure 6a.
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These observations are consistent with the general observation that

cavity systems in Florida tend to develop along fracture (joint) trends

(Faulkner 1970).

14. The Medford Cave system is young and has no cave formation,

although some limestone surfaces have a very thin calcite coating.

There are petromorphs in the form of chert protrusions from the cave

walls, and there are large breakdowns or roof falls. Figures 7 and 8

show the Entrance Room and the Big Room and some of the breakdowns.

Figure 7. Entrance Room, Medford Cave

Figure 8. Big Room, Medford Cave



Site Grid System and Topographic Survey

15. In planning the site grid system, use was made of a surface

benchmark established by the SwRI in their work at the site and also of

the center of the top rung of the steel ladder in the Primary Entrance.

These references allow the present grid system to "tie-in" to the sub-

surface map in Figure 6. Also, it will be possible to correlate survey

results with the results of SwRI work at the site if desired.

16. The basic grid system established consisted of N-S and E-W

lines with survey reference markers every 20 ft (6.1 m). Over a sub-

stantial portion of the site, intermediate positions were also located

(i.e., every 10 ft or 3 m). At every survey position a 2- by 2- by

12-in. wooden stake was driven flush with the ground surface, and every

20 ft an offset reference survey stake was placed and labeled with north

and west coordinate locations. Station (0,0) is the southeastern corner

of the survey grid, and station (260,260) is the northwestern corner,

where the first number is the north coordinate and the second number is

the west coordinate in feet relative to point (0,0). The survey area is

6.76 X 104 ft2 (6280 m2) or 1.55 acres. Figure 9 shows the survey grid

relative to the cavity system. The four easternmost N-S survey lines as

well as the northernmost E-W survey line were set with transit and tape

with great care. The remainder of the grid was established with tapes

and chaining pins in the usual manner.

17. Station (0,0) was assigned a reference elevation of 150 ft.

The relative elevation of the top of each of the 2- by 2-in. stakes was

determined to 0.01 ft (3 mm) by a level survey. Closure error for the

entire survey was 0.04 ft. Figure 10 is the resulting topographic map

for the site, with a contour interval of 1 ft. Although contours are

drawn within the Entrance Sink and Dump Sink, the actual elevations are

not well defined in the sinks. The topography approximates an inclined

plane dipping from NW to SE. The grid layout and topographic survey

required about three days for a two-man crew.
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Drilling Program

Drilling phases

18. Drilling at the site was accomplished in three phases and for

different objectives. The initial phase of drilling consisted of bor-

ings C1 through C9 and L1 through L3, and the primary objective of this

phase was to obtain boreholes for subsurface geophysical survey methods;

a secondary objective was geologic information. The second phase of

drilling consisted of borings El through E16 and the objective was to

obtain a detailed geologic cross section along a N-S line at the site.

Borings El through E16 were typically 15 to 32 ft (4.5 to 10 m) in depth

and spaced every 10 ft (3 m) along the 80 W line. Borings E17 through

E25, the third phase, were verification borings placed to investigate

geophysical anomalies. Figure 11 shows the locations of all the borings.

Results

19. All borings except C4, C7, and C8 were cored and logged in

detail. The core logs are presented in Appendix B. At boring C7, soil

samples were obtained and Figure 12 presents the results of density and

water content tests on those samples. Figure 13 presents the air-dried

densities of limestone samples from boring C6. Note that in the 30- to

40-ft (9 to 12 m) depth range, either cavities or soft zones were en-

countered in borings C6 through C9.

20. Specific boring logs from the verification phase of drilling

are presented and discussed in connection with the results of the geo-

physical surveys. Results of the second phase of drilling (El through

E16) were used to prepare the detailed geologic cross section shown in

Figure 14. Note the limestone pinnacles and clay pockets in the north-

ern portion of the section, similar to those shown in Figure 5. Zones

of chert, commonly with large limestone-filled porosity, as much as

1.5 ft thick were encountered in several borings, and the chert commonly

occurs just above a cavity or zone with little or no core recovery.

Five definite tool drops occurred along the section, the largest being

about 3 ft, although numerous zones were encountered where the rock was
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very soft and little or no core was recovered. Some of these very soft

zones may have been clay-filled cavities.
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PART III: MAGNETIC SURVEY

Basic Principles

21. Magnetic surveying is a potential field method* in which com-

ponents of the earth's magnetic field are measured. The presence of

magnetic materials in the subsurface perturb or produce anomalies in the

measured field. For cavity detection and delineation, the primary appli-

cation is hypothesized to be for clay-filled sinks or clay pockets and

for clay-filled cavities, because clays typically have a higher magnetic

susceptibility than the host carbonate rocks (McDowell 1975, Burton and

Maton 1975). The presence of an air-filled cavity in limestone would

itself produce an immeasurable small anomaly. Of course, the presence

of ferrous metal objects will produce large magnetic anomalies and their

presence at a site may interfere with successfully carrying out a mag-

netic survey.

22. It is beyond the scope of this report to present an extensive

review of the magnetic method (see Telford et al. 1976), and since the

application discussed here is entirely qualitative, such a review is

unnecessary. The units used in magnetic surveying are the gamma (y),

where 1 y = 10-5 oersteds . For reference, the strength of the earth's

main dipolar field is about 0.5 oersteds or 50,000 y. Since clays gen-

erally have higher susceptibility than limestones, a clay-filled cavity

should produce a magnetic high (positive anomaly relative to the back-

ground level, i.e., the strength of the earth's field at the site). In

the northern hemisphere, the center of the positive anomaly will be

shifted to the south of the cause of the anomaly and will be accompanied

by a flanking magnetic low displaced to the north (McDowell 1975; Dear-

man, Baynes, and Pearson 1977; Hooper and McDowell 1977; and Telford

* The potential field geophysical methods, primarily the gravimetric

and magnetic methods, are passive (i.e., do not require energy sources
of any kind) and measure components of force fields due to the densi-
ties and magnetic properties of subsurface materials (Butler 1980 and

Telford et al. 1976).
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et al. 1976). The magnitude of the flanking lows relative to the mag-

nitude of the highs will depend on the geometry of the anomalous feature

and may be absent entirely. For sites with clays generally present over

the entire site, the absence of clay in a given area might result in a

relative magnetic low anomaly. This could occur, for example, when a

limestone pinnacle extends above the clay zone. A clay-pocket (grike)

or clay-filled cavity will likely be very difficult to detect magnet-

ically if its dimensions are less than the depth of burial.

Survey Procedure

23. The survey was conducted with a hand-held fluxgate magnetom-

eter (Sharpe MF1-100). The instrument is sensitive to the vertical com-

ponent of the field and thus must be leveled while making measurements.

Data acquired with the instrument are relative in that the zero-level is

adjustable. Accuracy of the instrument is probably about 20 y, al-

though the scale chosen for conducting the survey could only be read to

about the nearest 50 y. Data was acquired for the most part at 10-ft

(3 m) intervals along N-S profile lines separated by 20 ft (6.1 m) in the

E-W direction, for a total of about 250 stations. Base stations at the

beginning of each profile were reoccupied about every 30 min, but no

diurnal variation or drift was observed during the survey. The entire

survey required about 8 man-hr over a 2-day period. The only data re-

duction applied to the data was the subtraction of a constant background

field value.

Results

24. Figure 15 is a simplified contour map of the data from the

magnetic survey. In some areas of the site, the data vary somewhat er-

ratically and could not be meaningfully contoured. In these areas the

variation is generally in the range of -50 y to +50 y. Thus the map in

Figure 15 shows contours only in areas where a consistent trend in the

data defines relatively smooth contours. In Part V, magnetic profiles
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which include all the data will be presented for comparison with micro-

gravimetric profiles and geology.

25. Several positive and negative anomalies are defined in Fig-

ure 15. The only anomaly which can be readily explained is the large

positive about the Entrance Sink, which is due to the presence of the

iron ladder in the sink opening. Although the maximum contour shown is

+200 y, the value observed directly over the ladder is +1700 y. It is

possible that the large-area negative anomaly north and east of the

Entrance Sink is a flanking low due to the ladder, although this cannot

be confirmed. The large magnetic low to the north and east of the Dump
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Sink is difficult to explain. Although there is metal in the Dump Sink

itself, no positive values are observed even on the edge of the sink.

Likewise the negative centered at (160,40) is of unknown origin. The

highs (positive) located at (80,0), (115,0), and (260,0) are of the type

expected for clay-filled cavities and pockets.

26. In summary, the magnetic survey results do not appear to re-

veal anomaly patterns which correlate with known cavity conditions in

any way (except for the iron ladder in the Entrance Sink). Individual

magnetic profile lines are compared to microgravimetric and resistivity

results and to known geologic conditions in Part V.
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PART IV: MICROGRAVIMETRIC SURVEY

Basic Principles

27. The gravity method involves relative measurements of the

vertical component of the earth's gravitational acceleration. Gravity

anomalies occur when lateral density contrasts are present in the sub-

surface. Like the magnetic method, gravimetry is a potential field

method. Microgravemetry refers to high-precision, high-accuracy, and

in the present context, to high-resolution applications of the gravity

method. Useful references for geotechnical applications of microgravim-

etry are the reports by Arzi (1975), LaFehr (1979), and Butler (1980).

The unit used in microgravimetric surveying is the pGal or 10-6 Gal,

where 1 Gal = 0.01 m/sec (0.0328 ft/sec2)

28. Applied to the detection and delineation of cavities, micro-

gravimetry consists of mapping the variation in gravitational accelera-

tion on the surface along profile lines or over survey areas due to the

density contrasts represented by air- or clay-filled cavities in rock.

Limestone pinnacles and clay pockets (also filled sinks) also represent

lateral density contrasts (see Figures 5 and 14) and produce gravity

anomalies. Since the density contrast of a cavity feature relative to

the surrounding rock will be negative, the gravity anomaly will also be

negative. Whether or not the gravity anomaly produced by a specific

subsurface feature will be detectable depends on the sensitivity and

accuracy of the gravity meter used and jointly on the size and density

contrast of the feature in relation to its depth below the surface.

Figure 16 (Butler 1980) illustrates the concepts. The curves define

the maximum depth to center Zmax for which spherical-shaped features

with radius R can just be detected at a given threshold gravity anom-

aly level. For example, the maximum depth at which a spherical-shaped

cavity with density contrast Ap = -2.0 g/cm3 and radius R = 3 m

can be located and still produce a gravity anomaly of -10 pGal is

Zmax = 12 m , or Zmax/2R = 2.0 . Curves are plotted for selected com-

binations of three density contrasts and two detectability thresholds
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(5 and 10 pGal). As rules of thumb for predicting the maximum depth at

which an air-filled cavity with diameter D in the range of 1 to 5 m

can be detected, the following can be used: (a) for spherical-shaped or

"compact" cavities maximum depth approximately equal to two times the ef-

fective diameter (Zmax~ 2-D); (b) for long horizontal cylindrical-shaped

cavities maximum depth approximately equal to six times the effective

diameter (Zmax~ 6-D). Real cavities may have geometries intermediate to

these two cases and will have associated secondary factors contributing

to the total gravity anomaly as noted below.

29. For the Medford site the density contrast represented by air-

filled cavity is likely in the range of -1.6 to -2.2 g/cm3 (Figure 13),

while the density contrast of a clay-filled cavity is likely -0.2 to
3

-0.5 g/cm . The actual magnitude and areal extent of a gravity anomaly

due to a karstic cavity will nearly always be greater that that pre-

dicted on the basis of the physical dimensions of the cavity feature

itself. This effect is due to natural fractures and lower densities in

the rock surrounding the cavity due to solution activity. Note in Fig-

ure 13 the lower rock densities in a depth range where cavities are

observed.

Survey Procedures

30. Figure 17 illustrates the stations occupied during the micro-

gravimetric survey. Measurements at the 420 stations were obtained with

LaCoste and Romberg Model D-4 gravity meter. The Model-D gravity meter

has a sensitivity of about 1 pGal, and relative gravity values in a

purvey can be determined with a precision and accuracy in the range 3 to

6 pGal (Butler 1980). Detailed discussion of the requirements for micro-

gravimetric surveying are given in Butler (1980), and the procedures

outlined in this reference were adhered to quite closely with two excep-

tions: (a) the number of station reoccupations was only 5 percent of

the total (20 percent has since been adopted as a recommended value);

(b) several programs consisted of long, continuous profile lines. Be-

cause of a time limit on the loan of the gravity meter, it was decided
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to sacrifice repeat occupations for a densification of coverage in the

area over the known cavities at the site (Arzi 1975). The preferability

of short looping or "zigzag" programs to long, continuous programs was

noted by Professor Robert Neumann of Compagnie Generale de Geophysique

(CGG) in a review of the data from the site following completion of the

survey.

31. Grid point (0,0) was selected as the base station for the

survey and was reoccupied once each hour (average rate). A flat base-

plate was used for the survey (Figure 18). The baseplate was leveled

and the vertical distance from top of the survey stake to top of the

baseplate recorded for each station occupation. The gravity meter was

then placed on the baseplate and precisely leveled. Then the meter

reading and time of the measurement were recorded for each station occu-

pation. In addition, any necessary comments regarding background noise

level and stability of the base plate were recorded. Background noise

was easily monitored since all readings were made using the capacitive

readout meter set on high sensitivity with about 10 pGal/division. The

noise level was low during the survey except for the final day, when

some averaging of readings was necessitated (which was accomplished by

monitoring the meter readings for 1-2 min after achieving the approx-

imate null reading).

32. At night, during the survey, the gravity meter was operated

in a tidal recording mode to produce a tidal record for comparison with

the field "drift curve" and the theoretical tidal curve for the site.

The tidal record was produced about 15 miles from the site.

33. The survey required the equivalent of about 7 days for one

man. Typical time required per station occupation is 4-5 min, including

transport between stations, leveling, reading, and recording data. Pro-

ductivity ranged typically from 60 to 80 stations per day not counting

base station reoccupations.

Data Corrections and Processing

34. Necessary steps for correcting and processing microgravity
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a. Flat leveling base plate in place over

survey marker

b. Model-D gravimeter in place on flat baseplate

Figures 18. Flat baseplate and Model-D gravimeter
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data are discussed in detail in Butler (1980). Assistance with data

corrections and processing was provided by Neumann (1979) and several of

his colleagues from CGG. The steps are outlined below along with cor-

rection equations and relevant comments for the Medford site:

a. Meter factor. The meter factor is multiplied by the
meter reading to give a gravity value in pGal . For

Model D-4 the factor is 1.08750 in the range used at
the Medford site.

b. Corrections for time variations. This is the so-called
"drift" correction and compensates for time variations
due to drift in the gravity meter readings and to the
earth tide changes in gravity. This.is accomplished by
reoccupying a base station and assuming that the gravity
values over the entire site vary in the same manner as
the base station reading. Figure 19 illustrates a base
station drift curve segment and the drift correction
procedure for a station at the Medford Cave site.

c. Latitude correction. This correction compensates for
the normal variation in gravity over the earth in an N-S
direction. The correction to be applied to each station
gravity value is given by 0.81 - sin 2$ - AL pGal
where $ is a reference latitude for the survey site
($ = 29.3 deg for the Medford site), and AL is the N-S
distance in metres from the base or reference station for
the site. The correction is added if the station is
south of the base or reference station, and the correc-
tion is subtracted if the station is north of the base.
Since station (0,0) was used as a base station, all cor-
rections will be subtracted from the station values since

all stations are north of the base (except those on the

zero E-W line).

d. Free-air correction. Two corrections are.used to compen-

sate for elevation differences between stations. The

free-air correction accounts for the normal free-air
vertical gravity gradient and is given by 308.55 - Ah

pGal; where Ah is the elevation difference between a
station and the reference elevation in metres. The cor-
rection is added if the station is higher in elevation
than the reference, and subtracted if lower. For the
Medford site, the elevation of the base station is used
as the reference.

e. Bouguer correction. The Bouguer correction compensates
for the fact that the gravity values in a survey are
affected by differing masses of material beneath the sta-
tions due solely to elevation differences. The correc-
tion is calculated with the expression 41.91 - p - Ah
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a. Drift curve for portion of microgravity survey
(includes instrument drift and tidal variation)

DRIFT RATES

SEGMENT R(.MGal /MIN)

AB 0.43
BC 0.30
CD 0.18
DE -0.44

DRIFT CORRECTION FOR STATION F

FIELD DRIFT CORRECTED
STATION TIME, MIN READING, mGal READING, gobs, mGal

D (BASE) 263 389.344 400.000
F 300 389.250 399.922*
E (BASE) 334 389.313 400.000

*g (F) = (400.00 - 389.344) + 389.250 - R DEAT
= 399.906 - (-0.00044) (37)
= 399.922 mGal

b. Example drift correction procedure

Figure 19. Base station drift curve and drift
correction procedure
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pGal, where Ah (in metres) is the same as for the free-
air correction, p is the density of the near-surface
material, and the correction is subtracted if the sta-
tion is higher in elevation than the reference and 3
added if lower. For the Medford site, p = 1.9 g/cm
was used for the Bouguer correction.

f. Terrain correction. To compensate for the reduced grav-

ity values at stations due to either "hills" or "valleys"

in the vicinity, terrain corrections must be determined
and added to the station gravity values. The terrain cor-

rection is manually determined using a terrain template

centered on each station to determine average elevations

in sectors around the stations. Terrain correction ta-
bles or curves are then used to determine the part of the

total corrections for each sector. The sum of the cor-

rections for all sectors of the template gives the total

terrain correction for the station. Sample terrain tem-
plates and correction curves are given by Butler (1980).
Stations at the Medford site for which the terrain

corrections exceed 10 pGal are indicated in Figure 17.
The gravity value at a station resulting after applying
all of the preceding corrections is called the Bouguer
anomaly.

g. Data adjustments. Examination of the Bouguer anomaly
values can sometimes indicate data which must be adjusted.

The adjustment can be as simple as deletion of a clearly
bad, isolated value, or sometimes the adjustment may in-

volve raising or lowering all the data values in a given
program by a constant amount. The need for this adjust-

ment can be detected by careful examination of repeat
readings at a station from different programs or from
examination of neighboring station readings in an area

with dense coverage, although the exact cause of the
"high" or "low" programs is not known. Clearly these

data adjustments introduce a measure of subjectivity in
the results. For the Medford microgravimetric survey,

10 station values were deleted, and 17 stations belonging
to three programs (in the southwestern portion of the

survey area) had to be adjusted by +20, -30, and -20 pGal.
The small area involved in the latter adjustments was
mainly positive (sign of anomaly) and the adjustments did
not significantly alter that fact.

35. The base station gravity values presented in Figure 20a rep-

resent the majority of the record. The values have been free-air cor-

rected for the height of the base station above the grid marker. Also

shown in Figure 20a are the recorded overnight earth tide variations

(open circles). Since the overnight tidal records were obtained in a
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different location (a motel room), the segments have been shifted verti-

cally to best fit the base station curve. The phase of the two sets of

data agrees very well, but the amplitude variation of the field curve is

more extreme. The time marked by an arrow corresponds to a base station

reading following a strong jolt to the gravity meter. Because of the

frequent base station reoccupations, the recovery period after the jolt

is adequately defined. Significant errors can result for less frequent

base station occupations in such cases.

36. The theoretical tidal curve for the site, shown in Figure 20b,

was computed using the equations of Longman (1959). There is approxi-

mately a 4-hr phase difference between the theoretical and measured

tidal curves; such phase differences are not uncommon.* Discounting the

phase shift, there is good agreement between the amplitudes of the mea-

sured and theoretical tidal curve. The long-term cumulative drift (non-

tidal) of the gravity meter appears to be about 2 pGal/hr, although

there are also other nontidal meter drifts much larger than this which

are not cumulative. In any event, frequent high-quality base station

readings can correct for these time-dependent gravity variations.

Results

Bouguer anomaly maps

37. Figure 21 is a contour map based on the Bouguer anomaly

values for stations defining a 20-ft grid. A number of interesting

closed-contour features appear on this map, including a significant rel-

ative minimum in the center of the map which roughly coincides with the

known location and orientation of the Big Room. The Bouguer anomaly

map, however, still contains the effects of the regional gravity field,

i.e., the gravity field due to the "deep-seated" geologic structure of

the area. Indeed, one of the reasons for examining the 20-ft grid

* For many locations, however, such as Vicksburg, Miss., the agreement

between theoretical and measured tidal curves, both in phase and
amplitude, is nearly exact.
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It is easily seen by inspection that the gravity anomaly values increase

from an average of about 700 pGal on the western grid boundary to about

780 pGal on the eastern grid boundary. Assuming a linear regional vari-

ation over the site (i.e., assuming a planar regional field), the field

increases from west to east at a rate of 0.3 pGal/ft or 3 pGal/10 ft

(~1 pGal/m). For completeness, Figure 22 is the Bouguer anomaly map for
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Figure 22. Bouguer anomaly map (10-ft station spacing)

all the gravity stations, and the map is considerably more complex in

appearance, as could have been anticipated.

Residual anomaly maps

38. Subtraction of the planar regional field from the Bouguer

maps results in the residual anomaly maps shown in Figures 23 and 24,

corresponding to Figures 21 and 22, respectively. There are four major

negative anomaly features easily noted in Figure 23: (a) a large*

* The term "large" is used in a microgravimetric sense and applies to

magnitude or areal extent of the anomaly.
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negative anomaly (-68 pGal) in the center of the map with directional

trends northwest to southeast and to the west-southwest (anomaly A);

(b) a localized negative anomaly (-41 pGal) centered at point (225,40)

in the northeast part of the area surveyed (anomaly B); (c) a large

negative anomaly (-77 pGal) centered apparently at point (110,0) but

extending east beyond the surveyed area (anomaly C); and (d) a negative

anomaly (-41 pGal) centered approximately at (210,210) to the northwest

of the Primary Entrance (anomaly D).

39. Figure 24 is the residual gravity anomaly map for all the

gravity stations (corresponding to Figure 22). All the principal fea-

tures of Figure 23 are preserved, but large anomalies become more de-

tailed and new small-scale anomalies appear. For example, three small

negative anomalies are defined with centers at points (130,65), (165,90),

and (180,105), anomalies E, F, and G, respectively, which do not appear

as closed features in Figure 22. Anomaly A breaks up into several

closed minima within the overall negative values in the area, and simi-

larly for anomaly D. Anomalies B and C are somewhat larger in area in

Figure 24 than in Figure 23. Anomaly H, although present in Figure 23,

is well defined in Figure 24.

40. On the basis of the results in Figures 23 and 24, confirma-

tory or verification borings were planned. Specifically, the borings

based on gravity anomalies (see Figures 11, 23, and 24) were E18 (anom-

aly B), E19 and E20 (anomaly C), E23 (anomaly E), and E25 (anomaly F).

Borings L1, C1, CIA, and C10 are in the vicinity of anomaly I. Boring

E17 was placed in the area covered by anomaly A, specifically to verify

the mapped position of the southeastern portion of the Big Room. Anom-

aly D was inaccessible to the drill rig due to the thick tree cover.

Results of correlations of boring results with geophysical results will

be discussed in detail in Part V.

Processed gravity maps

41. All of the gravity anomaly maps presented thus far were manu-

ally prepared and contoured. While this is a somewhat time-consuming

effort (approximately two man-hr to produce a single contour map after

data are plotted), the results are often more desirable or pleasing
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than automatic computer contour plots, particularly for high-resolution

gravity surveys such as discussed here. Manually contoured gravity

maps are generally smoother, more "physically realistic" in appearance,

and avoid numerous isolated closed contour features which may be defined

by only one gravity value. As the spacing between gravity stations in a

survey increases, the significance of these differences is obviated to

some extent.

42. One of the most often cited advantages of computer-produced

contour maps is the total objectivity of the procedure. Figures 25 and

26 are Bouguer anomaly maps for the 20- and 10-ft spacing data sets,

respectively, produced by an automatic computer contouring program.

Figures 25 and 26 should be compared to Figures 21 and 22, respectively,

which are the manually contoured counterparts. In this case, the com-

parison is quite favorable; there appear to be no significant biases in

the manually contoured plots. The primary difference between the manual

and automatic contour plots is the contour interval (20 and 10 pGal,

respectively), which leads to a more complex-appearing map in the case

of the automatic contour plots. All of the primary features of the man-

ually contoured maps are preserved on the automatic contoured maps, al-

though the shapes are altered somewhat and have a more artificial appear-

ance on the automatic contoured maps. Also, as expected, there are more

small, isolated, closed features in Figures 25 and 26 than in Figures 21

and 22, although the smaller contour interval accounts for some of them.

Considering the computer costs and turnaround time, it is doubtful

whether any real time or cost savings could be realized by choosing to

produce automatic contoured Bouguer and residual gravity maps. In cases

where much larger areas are surveyed on a fine grid like the one used

here, automatic contouring would be more efficient.

Derivative maps

43. It is possible to design mathematical filters which operate

on gridded Bouguer gravity data to produce transformed maps of derived

quantities. The purposes of transformed maps in the present case are

twofold: (a) to produce the equivalent of a residual gravity map in a

totally objective manner, and (b) to possibly produce an enhancement of
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gravity anomalies caused by shallow structures. This general class of

transformations is referred to as ring and center point methods, since

the procedure involves working with gravity data which lie on various

rings which are centered on a particular gravity station. Application

of the filter results in a derived quantity for the center point in ques-

tion. The center point location shifts successively to all gravity sta-

tions in the survey. A transformed contour map can then be produced

from the derived quantities. Various types of automatically determined

residual gravity maps can be produced as well as maps of the first and

second vertical derivatives of the Bouguer gravity field. All of the

methods involve polynomials of the form k0g (r ) + k1g1(r1) + k2g 2(r2 )
+ . . . , where the k. represents the weighting coefficients which

depend on the type of derived quantity with ik. = 0 , g is the
1 1

Bouguer gravity value of the center point, and g. is the average
.th .1Bouguer gravity on the i circle with radius r. about the center

1
point. If a is the station spacing in the grid,* then the possible

successive circles have radii a , 17 a , 2a , V a , etc., for i = 1,

2, 3, 4, ... , respectively.

44. Two types of these filter or transformation operations were

applied to the Bouguer gravity data of Figures 21 and 22. The first

operation used a second derivative** formula due to Elkins (1951):

g"(0) w0.67g (0) + 0.33 g1 (a) - g4(5a)

where a is taken as 20 ft. This formula is designed to combine

smoothing with the derivative operation to produce a map closely re-

sembling a residual gravity map. The method is sometimes referred to

as the Elkins residual method. Use of the ring at r1 = a introduces

* If the data were not acquired on a regular square grid, the data

can be contoured and a square grid of data deduced by suitable
interpolation.

2 2

th e"(0) = 8 gz(0)/z , where the z-axis is vertically downward and
the x- and y-axes lie in the horizontal plane.
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a second derivative filtering with coefficients chosen to smooth high

spatial frequencies, while the ring at r4 = 44.7 ft is used to

approximate a local regional field and the average along the ring is

subtracted. Figures 27 and 28 are transformed second derivative

maps (Elkins residual) produced from the Bouguer anomaly values on

a 20- and 10-ft grid, respectively. The contour values should be

considered in a relative sense with arbitrary units. These maps

should be compared with the residual maps in Figures 23 and 24.*

There is a definite qualitative similarity between the residual anomaly

maps and the second derivative maps. Anomalies A, B, C, and D are lo-

cated and oriented approximately the same as in Figures 23 and 27. The

primary differences in the two maps occur near the boundaries where

certain assumptions must be made regarding the values outside the survey

area in order to perform the ring and center point operations. Counter-

parts to all the labeled anomalies in Figure 24 can be seen in Figure 28.

There are, however, numerous small closed contour features in Figures 27

and 28 which arise due to the numerical procedure. Also, some values

were subjectively suppressed in the manually contoured residual maps.

The property of the derivative method which tends to try to balance pos-

itive and negative anomaly regions can be seen in the second derivative

maps. Clearly, the same decisions regarding negative anomaly features

and recommended confirmatory boring locations would have been made based

on the second derivative maps. An attractive feature about "residual

maps" produced by the second derivative procedure is that no assumptions

or subjective decisions about the regional field are required. This

comparison gives some added confidence in the inspection method for

accomplishing the regional-residual separation in such cases.

45. The second transformation operation applied to the Bouguer

gravity data is a simplification of a first vertical derivative** (ver-

tical gradient) formula due to Baranov (1975):

* The units of the two maps are not equivalent. The second derivative

anomaly magnitudes should only be viewed in a relative sense.

** g'(0) = agz(0)/az .
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g'(0) _ g (0) - 0.72 g1 (a) - 0.28 g5(3a)

where again a is taken as 20 ft. This transformation is applied with-

out the smoothing inherent in the formula for g"(0) . Thus, in princi-

ple, the transformed maps should have greater anomaly resolution than

residual gravity anomaly maps. Figures 29 and 30 are the transformed

first derivative maps for 20-ft and 10-ft data grids, respectively. The

contour values should be considered in a relative sense with arbitrary

units.* Again there is great similarity between the residual maps (Fig-

ures 23 and 24) and the first derivative maps with regard to anomaly

location and orientation; the first derivative maps seem to exhibit

greater anomaly resolution, however, as expected. All of the anomaly

features identified on the residual maps can be seen on the first deriv-

ative maps. Some of the anomalies such as B and C which appear with a

single anomaly center in Figures 23 and 24 are resolved into two anomaly

centers in Figures 29 and 30.

46. The similarity between the residual and first and second de-

rivative maps can be emphasized by examining selected profiles. Figures

31 and 32 compare g , g' , and g" from Figures 24, 28, and 30, re-
z z

spectively, for the 0 and 80 N-S profile lines.

47. The smoothing effect caused by the particular second deriva-

tive transformation which was used is illustrated very well in Figure 32

for the 80 N-S line. Figure 31 illustrates to some extent the greater

resolving power of the first derivative; the large negative anomaly fea-

ture is seen to have a multistructure origin in the g' profile;
z

whereas, such an origin is only suggested in the gz profile.

Quantitative interpretation

48. It is possible to calculate uniquely the gravity anomaly on

the surface due to a subsurface structure. Information needed for this

calculation includes structure geometry, size, depth, and density

* Strictly speaking, first derivative units, the E8tvos (E), where

1E = 0.1 pGal/m, can be obtained by multiplying the contour values by
18.31365.
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contrast. The inverse problem involves trying to calculate or deduce

this information about a structure from the measured gravity anomaly on

the surface, and this problem is inherently nonunique; i.e., there are

many possible solutions. However, for a given site, a basic knowledge

of the geology in the area can significantly reduce the number of possi-

bilities. Thus, in karst regions, localized negative anomalies are

likely due to solution features such as described in Part II.

49. As an example of solution of the inverse gravity problem,

consider anomaly B in Figure 23. The anomaly is caused by a three-

dimensional structure, and since the contours are fairly symmetric about

the center, the structure is likely symmetric. The simplest possible

three-dimensional symmetric structure model is a sphere. Consider a

spherical model of radius R , depth to center z , and density con-

trast Ap . The gravity anomaly profile on the surface over the center

of the model is expressed by (Butler 1980)

4 3 Z Z9
g=-43nR/py00AMY3

2 2 3/22 23/2
(x + z ) (x + z )

-11 3 2
where y = 6.67 X 10 m /kg-sec , AM symbolizes the mass anomaly of

the model, and x is the surface position (x = 0 is directly above the

center of the model). From this equation, the depth is given by

z = 1.305X1/2

where X1/2 is the half-width of the profile at its half-maximum value

points. Knowing z0 , the mass anomaly can be calculated from the value

of the profile at x = 0 , gz(0) , using the following relation

2
g(0) z

AM = z
Y
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Finally, knowing AM , if the density contrast is known or can be esti-

mated, the radius can be calculated, or vice versa.

50. For anomaly B, X1/2 varies from 10 ft (3.0 m) to 16 ft

(4.9 m), depending on the orientation of the profile taken across the

anomaly. Thus, the predicted depth to the center of the structure lies

in the range of 13 < z0 < 21 ft (4 to 6.4 m) based on the assumption

of a spherical geometry. Based on gz(0) = -41 pGal and assuming

3AP = -2.0 g/cm (for an air-filled cavity), the radius is seen to be in

the range 7.4 < R < 10.1 ft (2.3 to 3.1 m). Since the sphere is the

most compact three-dimensional model, depths calculated using this model

will tend to err on the high side, since less compact structures must be

located at shallower depths to produce the same anomaly. The confirma-

tory boring placed at (225,40) to investigate this anomaly (see Ap-

pendix B) revealed that the gravity anomaly is due to both a thicker

than normal soil profile (representing a distributed mass anomaly) and

a partially clay-filled cavity centered at about 13 ft (4.0 m).

51. For other models, it is possible to calculate gravity anom-

alies for a range of sizes, depths, and density contrasts and, thus,

prepare a catalog of profiles for comparison with measured field gravity

profiles. The basic procedure is to plot the profile data on transpar-

ent log-log paper and then overlay the plotted data on the set of stan-

dard curves for the chosen class of models. The measured profile is

matched with a standard profile, and the required model parameters are

determined from axis intercepts in a manner analogous to the use of the

familiar resistivity master curves for layered earth models.

52. Professor Robert Neumann selected six profiles across anom-

alies A, C, and D for quantitative interpretations (Neumann 1979); these

profile lines are shown in Figure 33. The class of models chosen for

all the interpretations are square in plan and rectangular in cross

section, with thickness equal to the depth to the top. This class of

models was chosen after comparing the character of the measured profiles

with several different classes of models of a similar nature. The fol-

lowing tabulation summarizes the results of the quantitative interpreta-

tions performed by Professor Neumann:
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Profile Depth to Top Depth to Bottom Width/Length Density Contrast

No. h, ft H, ft 2a, ft Ap , g/cm

I 12.2 34.4 33.6 -1.72

II 15.1 30.2 30.2 -1.68

III 14.8 29.6 29.6 -1.66

IV 8.9 17.8 34.2 -1.05

V 12.8 25.6 19.8 -1.85

VI 16.8 33.6 46.8 -1.62

These results are compared to known cavity dimensions and the results of

exploratory borings in Part V.

Summary

53. Results of a microgravity survey consisting of 420 gravity

stations are presented in this section. Use of the known conditions at

the site was made in planning the survey, i.e., a denser grid of gravity

stations was used over the known cavity system at the site in order to

assess the role of grid spacing in allowing delineation of the cavity

system. Two methods of interpreting the data are presented--qualitative

and quantitative. Both methods are based solely on the gravity data,

and only passing reference is made to known conditions at the site and

results of the confirmatory drilling program.

54. Qualitative interpretation of the data relies on examination

of residual gravity contour maps or processed gravity derivative maps to

pick anomalous areas at the site, where negative gravity anomaly fea-

tures may be indicative of clay pockets, cavities or other solution

features (such as zones where extensive solutioning has occurred but

without "large" cavity development) which should be investigated by con-

firmatory drilling. The method of quantitative interpretation used in

this report relies on choosing representative profile lines across

closed gravity anomaly features. Then by assuming a model of the fea-

ture causing the gravity anomaly, the size, depth, and density contrast

are deduced by comparing the measured profile with standard profiles for
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the assumed model. Comparison of the qualitative and quantitative

interpretations with the known cavity system, results of the drilling

program, and results of the magnetic survey are discussed in Part V of

this report.
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PART V: GEOPHYSICAL-GEOLOGICAL CORRELATIONS

Correlation of Geophysical Results
and the Known Cavity System

55. The most obvious way to evaluate the microgravimetric and

magnetic survey results is to compare the residual anomaly contour maps

with the known cavity map. Essentially, the cavity map in Figure 5 is

correct with regard to the sizes and relative layout of features. Bore-

holes which penetrated the system verified the mapped depths in two

places. A limited number of compass checks during entry into the cave

system confirmed that the map orientation of the Big Room may be off by

as much as 10 deg (should be rotated clockwise) although the point of

rotation was not determined. Also the actual location of the Secondary

Entrance is at (110,260) or about 10 ft northwest of its mapped location.

The Dump Sink is enlarging with time and is somewhat larger than shown

in Figure 6, with the northern rim approximately parallel to the 35 E-W

line. The bottom of the Dump Sink slumped by about 6 ft sometime during

the period 15 January to 15 April 1980. With these minor reservations,

the cavity map of Figure 6 may be used for correlation with the geophys-

ical results. It was anticipated from the beginning, however, that

there were solution features at the site not shown on the cavity map.

56. The general correlation of the residual magnetic anomaly map

with known features at the sites was discussed in Part II. Figure 34

shows the cavity and magnetic maps superimposed for completeness. As

discussed earlier, the only significant correlations occur at the Pri-

mary Entrance, where the iron ladder produced a large magnetic high, and

near the Dump Sink, where a large magnetic low occurs. The magnetic low

near the Dump Sink is located above the small secondary cavity system

which can be entered through openings in the sink, although the low

anomaly extends considerably north and east of the known cavity system.

Since the shallowest mapped depth to the secondary cavity system is

about 15 ft, it is difficult to explain the magnetic low on the basis

of the cavity system. One possibility is that the anomaly is a flanking
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low caused by metallic material in the sink, although the size and shape

of the anomaly makes this seem unlikely.

57. Figures 35 and 36 present the residual gravity anomaly con-

tour maps of Figures 23 and 24, respectively, with the cavity map super-

imposed. The overall correlation of the negative gravity anomalies with

the mapped cavity system is excellent. Both the location and direc-

tional trends of anomaly A (see Figures 23 and 24) correlate very well

with the main cavity system. The gravity contours would match the cav-

ity map even better if either were rotated about 10 deg (clockwise for

the cavity map and counterclockwise for the gravity anomaly contour),
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which is consistent with crude angle measurements made in the cavity

system. Note the occurrence of a gravity high over the Primary Entrance/

Sink. If elevations were known accurately enough within the sink and

opening, the gravity corrections should just compensate and result in a

zero anomaly due to the Primary Entrance/Sink. However, the elevations

and actual geometry of the opening were poorly defined, and gravity data

within the sink area were sparse. The Primary Entrance/Sink seems to be

expressed properly in Figure 35, but a positive anomaly occurs in Fig-

ure 36 which extends over a portion of the Entrance Room. Also, very

near the surface in the area above the Entrance Room, the basal lime-

stone member of the Hawthorne Formation occurs, which has a density

contrast of about +0.2 g/cm with the underlying limestone, and may con-

tribute to the positive gravity anomaly.

58. Both Figures 35 and 36 indicate negative anomalies over the

small secondary cavity system near the Dump Sink. Also, both figures

indicate extension of the negative anomalies to the north joining the

negative anomaly region over the main cavity system. This further sug-

gests that the two cavity systems may be connected. Although portions

of the secondary cavity system are too deep (30 to 35 ft) or too small

(approximately 2 to 4 ft in vertical dimension) to be delineated very

well by gravity (see Figure 16 and Butler 1980), the distribution of

positive and negative areas correlates very well with the mapped cavity

features.

59. Very small features of the cavity system are not delineated

by the gravity maps, such as the small finger projection from the Big

Room or the individual features of the west-southwest extension of the

main cavity system. These features are too deep and too close together

to be resolved by the gravity maps. Further processing, such as sub-

tracting a local regional field from Figure 36, defined say from Fig-

ure 35, might improve the resolution, but this has not been attempted.

The results are already adequate for zoning the site for most purposes

without further processing of the data.
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Geophysical and Geological Correlations along Profile Lines

Concepts

60. Basically the function of geophysical surveys in a site in-

vestigation program is to assist in determining subsurface conditions at

a site. This function involves hypothesizing structural features con-

sistent with the known geological conditions which could explain partic-

ular geophysical results. For site investigations in karst regions,

primary "targets" of geophysical surveys are anomalous zones which can

be ascribed to solution features. Thus, the geophysical survey results

are called on to locate anomalous zones in plan, estimate size and depth,

and assess the nature of the feature (i.e., clay pocket, grike, solution-

widened joint or fracture, rock surface pinnacle, air-filled cavity,

clay-filled cavity, etc.). While this can be done possibly from the

results of a single geophysical method, the preferable procedure is to

rely on complementary geophysical results* to give added confidence to

the interpretation. Of course, drilling or direct investigation of

anomalies is required in the end, but the combination of geological and

geophysical work can often significantly reduce the amount of drilling

required to achieve adequate definition of subsurface conditions at a

given site.

61. The correlation of complementary geophysical results can be

used to restrict the possibilities when assessing the nature of the fea-

ture causing geophysical anomalies. Listed in the table below are qual-

itative indications of the nature of gravity, resistivity, and magnetic

anomalies expected to be associated with various solution features.

(The terms "high" and "low" are used in a completely relative manner.)

Feature Gravity Resistivity Magnetic

Clay pocket or grike (at

the top of rock),

clay-filled sink Low Low High

(Continued)

* Complementary geophysical methods measure or respond to different

physical parameters of the soil/rock medium.
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Feature Gravity Resistivity Magnetic

Air-filled cavity Low High None (?)

Clay-filled cavity Low Low High (?)

Limestone pinnacle High High None(?) or relative low
if surrounded by clay

These concepts are illustrated in the following examples of gravity,

resistivity, and magnetic profiles along N-S lines at the Medford site.

The resistivity program and results at the Medford site will be dis-

cussed in detail in other reports (e.g., Butler et al. 1982). Briefly,

the resistivity results presented in the following examples are from

horizontal profiling surveys using a Wenner array with an electrode

spacing of 40 ft and measurements every 10 ft along the line; with this

electrode spacing, the depth of investigation is at least 30 ft.

0 N-S line

62. The easternmost boundary of the surveyed area at the site,

the 0 N-S line, was used as a common profile line for all the surface

geophysical methods used at the site. Prior to the geophysical surveys

and the drilling program, nothing was known about the subsurface beneath

this profile line. Gravity, resistivity, and magnetic profiles along

this line are presented in Figure 37. The outstanding feature in Fig-

ure 37 is a broad gravity low reaching nearly -80 pGal in the region 100

to 130 ft of the profile line and increasing to -30 pGal in the region

130 to 180 ft (anomaly C). An apparent resistivity of about 400 ohm-ft

appears to be the "normal" value for the site (for the Wenner array with

A = 40 ft) away from the known cavity system. Compared to this normal

value, the resistivity profile exhibits a broad, low amplitude high

across the region of the gravity low, with a secondary peak in the pro-

file occurring at the location where the gravity low changes from

-80 pGal to -30 pGal. The magnetic profile exhibits a high from 100 to

130, which has an apparent profile width considerably shorter than that

for the gravity and resistivity anomalies. The gravity low and resis-

tivity high suggest an air-filled cavity or cavities, while the magnetic

high suggests the possible presence of clay, although due to the short

spatial width of the magnetic anomaly, the clay may be shallower and not
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associated with the cavity as a filling material. This region of the

profile line was also interpreted as anomalous based on results 'of other

geophysical surveys (seismic refraction, surface radar, resistivity

sounding, and pole-dipole resistivity).

63. Two borings were placed to investigate the cause of the anom-

alous geophysical results, as shown in Figure 37. The borings (E20 and

E19) were located at (110,0) and (117,-5) (slightly east of profile

line). Boring logs from these two boreholes are shown in Figure 38.

Boring E20 encountered two air-filled cavity zones each about 2 ft thick
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at depths of 8 and 17 ft. The two cavities were separated by about 5 ft

of chert with very large (1- to 2-in. diameter) air- and limestone-

filled porosities and several small air-filled cavity zones. Boring E19

encountered a zone at about 12 ft and extending to 27 ft which is appar-

ently a cavity that is partially or entirely clay-filled. No air-filled

cavities, as evidenced by drill tool drops, were encountered in E19.

Thus the gravity and resistivity anomalies are caused by a cavity fea-

ture which apparently becomes deeper and clay-filled to the east of the

profile line. The magnetic anomaly is due either to the apparently very

clay-rich soil at the location or to the anomaly produced by the clay-

filled section of the cavity to the east.

64. The results of a quantitative interpretation of a gravity

profile line across this anomaly is presented in Part IV as profile VI

in the tabulation in paragraph 52. Comparing the interpreted depths to

the boring log in Figure 38, the predicted depth to top of the cavity is

too large by a factor of 2 for the condition found in boring E20 and by
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a factor of 1.4 for the conditions in boring E19. The difficulty in

interpreting this anomaly is due to the complex nature of the anomaly;

i.e., it is difficult to fit the complexly shaped gravity profile,

likely due to two separate solution features or a complexly shaped

single feature, to the regularly shaped profile for the chosen model.

The interpreted density contrast (-1.62 g/cm3) is fairly realistic for

the conditions shown for boring E20.

40 N-S line

65. The 40 N-S line again is in an area of the site where subsur-

face conditions were unknown prior to the field investigations. Geo-

physical survey profiles along this line are given in Figure 39. All of

the profiles exhibit considerable variability, and as will be seen in

the following discussion on the 80 N-S line, much of the variability is

likely due to irregularities in the top of the limestone (i.e., lime-

stone pinnacles and clay pockets). A gravity low with magnitude of

-40 pGal at (220,40) occurs over the region 210 to 260 of the profile

line (anomaly B). A resistivity low and an apparent relative magnetic

high are associated with the gravity low, although the magnetic high,

if real, is certainly not well defined. These geophysical anomalies

suggest a clay-filled cavity or a clay pocket. Boring E18 was placed

at location (225,40) on the line to investigate the cause of the geo-

physical anomalies; Figure 40 presents the boring log. A partially clay-

filled cavity was encountered at a depth of 9 ft, extending to 14.5 ft.

Also, sand was encountered to a depth of 6.5 ft, considerably thicker

than typical for the site, suggesting a shallow sand-filled pocket or

grike in the top of the limestone. Thus, the geophysical anomalies, in

particular the gravity low, are due to both the shallow sand-filled

feature and the somewhat deeper partially clay-filled cavity. It is the

contribution to the gravity anomaly from the shallow sand-filled feature,

which is possibly large in areal extent, which resulted in too large a

predicted depth for the simple quantitative interpretation attempted in

Part IV.

60 N-S line

66. The 60 N-S line crosses a small, closed-gravity anomaly
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Figure 40. Boring log for
boring E18

(anomaly E) which only appeared on a contour map of the 10-ft station

spacing data. Also, this line just crosses the easternmost extension of

the mapped cavity system. The geophysical profiles shown in Figure 41

again have the variability typical of an irregular limestone surface.

Boring E23 was placed to investigate the cause of the small gravity

anomaly (-30 pGal) at (130,60). A broad resistivity high occurs over

the central portion of the profile line. Two factors likely account for

this resistivity high: (a) a broad region of increased porosity due to

solution, and (b) the close proximity of the large known cavity system.

Significantly, there is a relative resistivity low superimposed on the

broad high which is symmetric about the location of the gravity low.

There appears to be a relative magnetic high to the south and a low to

the north of the centers of the gravity and resistivity anomalies, al-

though it is clear that probably in the absence of the other anomalies,
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no significance would have been attached to this magnetic signature.

These geophysical anomalies suggest a clay-filled cavity or pocket.

Boring E23 (Figure 42) encountered a clay-filled cavity with bottom at

18 ft. The top of the cavity is either at 9 or 14 ft, with the exact

nature of the material between 9 and 14 ft uncertain as indicated in

the boring log. While the simple quantitative interpretation attempted

for the gravity anomaly on the 40 N-S line failed to some extent due

to the multiple solution features, the same procedure would work quite

well for the present case.

80 N-S line

67. The 80 N-S line was the most extensively investigated profile
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line at the Medford site. A geologic profile along this line is pre-

sented in Figure 14. For the 0, 40, and 60 N-S lines, only the most

significant geophysical anomalies were selected for verification drill-

ing and discussion. For the 80 N-S line, however, even small and subtle

features of the geophysical profiles can be correlated to known geologi-

cal conditions. Figure 43 presents the gravity, resistivity, and mag-

netic profiles along this line. Each profile is shown above the geo-

logic cross section for easy comparison. Two different resistivity pro-

files (Wenner arrays with A = 10 ft and A = 40 ft) are shown in Fig-

ure 43. Two small features of the known cavity system cross under this

line as shown in the geologic cross section. Since the cavity features

are air-filled, the corresponding geophysical profiles should show a

gravity low and a resistivity high for A = 40 ft, but the resistivity

profile for A = 10 ft and the magnetic profile should show no effect due

to the cavities. The geophysical results are entirely consistent with

this. The center of the large resistivity high is shifted to the north

due to the proximity of the Big Room of the cave system to the northwest.

68. For the northern half of the line, note the excellent corre-

lation between the gravity and geologic profiles (Figure 43): gravity

lows over clay pockets and gravity highs over limestone pinnacles. The

small variations in the gravity profile from positions 40 to 80 ft on

the line may likewise be due to small undulations in the top of the lime-

stone. The resistivity profiles in Figure 43 illustrate how two elec-

trode spacings can be used in horizontal profiling to give information

of depths of features causing anomalies. For example, both profiles

exhibit relative lows centered at about 180 ft on the line above a clay

pocket. Because the profile for the 10-ft electrode spacing shows the

anomaly, the causative feature must be shallow. Small fluctuations in

the A = 10 ft profile correlate with the remaining clay pockets and the

limestone pinnacles. The second clay pocket and limestone pinnacle

located near the 200- to 240-ft positions are not resolved on the

A = 40 ft profile due to the large volume of material influencing the

measurements. A large clay pocket at 260 ft is seen to significantly

affect the A = 40 ft profile.
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69. Although the magnetic profile (Figure 43) exhibits a relative

shift to higher values from south to north along the line as would be

predicted due to the presence of the clay, the profile has no identifi-

able pattern which defines the clay pockets. It is possible that the

clay pockets in this case are so close together that the offset positive-

negative anomalies expected superimpose in such a way as to mask the

pattern. The south end of the profile exhibits a relative positive-

negative pair which is possibly due to the metal present in the Dump

Sink.

70. The residual anomaly contours in Figure 36 suggest that the

clay pocket centered at about (170,80) (Figure 43) may extend westward

toward the area of the main cavity system. Boring E25, placed to inves-

tigate a small, closed, negative anomaly feature at (165,95) that ap-

peared when the 10-ft spacing data were contoured, encountered clay

which extended to a depth of 9 ft apparently confirming the suggestion

(Figure 42). Similarly, the clay pocket encountered at (220,80) may be

part of a feature which not only extends back toward the area of main

cavity system but toward anomaly B at (225,40).

Comparison of Quantitative Gravity Interpretations

and the Known Cavity System

71. Profile lines I, II, III, and V of the tabulation in para-

graph 52 and Figure 33 cross anomaly A caused by the main cavity system.

Figure 44 shows these profile lines in relation to the cavity system.

The quantitative interpretation procedure attempts to find the particu-

lar box-shaped model, which is square in plan and has thickness equal to

the depth to its top, which produces a gravity effect that best fits the

observed residual gravity anomaly data along the profile lines. For a

profile line such as V which crosses multiple features for which the

gravity effects superimpose to produce a composite anomaly, the quantity

that is correctly interpreted is the total mass excess or deficiency,

but the interpreted model in such cases may have little relation to the

actual multiple features.
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72. The quantitative interpretations are compared with the mapped

depths and sizes of the cavity system in the following tabulation:

Depth to Top, ft Thickness, ft Width, ft
Gravity Gravity Gravity

Profile Model Mapped Model Mapped Model Mapped

I 12.2 15 12.2 11 33.6 30

II 15.1 11 15.1 11 30.2 24

III 14.8 14 14.8 9 29.6 30

I&II (Average) 13.7 13 13.7 11 31.9 27

The mapped dimensions are clearly averages or typical values for the

features under the profiles. The final listing is an average for pro-

files I and II across the Big Room. Listed mapped widths are along the

profile lines; a square with the same area as the plan area of the cav-

ity system would have sides of length 35 ft, giving somewhat better

agreement with the gravity models. The density contrasts for profiles

I, II, and III for the gravity models agree very closely and are reason-

able (see paragraph 52). Agreement between the gravity models and the

"Big Room" area of the cavity system is quite good considering the as-

sumptions and differences between model and actual system. Note that

the larger dimensions predicted for the models than the mapped dimen-

sions are consistent with the observation noted earlier that gravity

anomalies are generally larger due to secondary effects around cavities.

73. Direct comparison of profile VI across anomaly C with drill-

ing data is complicated by the fact that the profile is apparently not

across the center of the anomaly. The depth to top of the solution

feature is 12 ft (boring E19) compared to the 16.8 ft for the quantita-

tive interpretation. Thickness is 15 ft compared to 16.8 ft from the

quantitative interpretation.

74. Comments at the end of the discussion on the 80 N-S line sug-

gest the use of gravity anomaly contour maps in a qualitative way to

zone a site with regard to areas which may have anomalous subsurface

conditions. These site zoning maps can then be used to guide and plan

drilling and sampling programs. If the drilling results verify the
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zoning map predictions, the zone map can then be used qualitatively to

predict solution features or to extend the known solution conditions to

undrilled areas on the zoning map. Zoning maps can be prepared from

various types of geophysical survey results, and in future reports in

this series zoning maps for the Medford site based on resistivity,

acoustic resonance, seismic methods, etc., will be presented.

75. Figures 45 and 46 are "shades of gray" zone maps prepared

from Figures 23 and 24. The cross-hatched pattern indicates positive

anomaly areas which presumably are areas without significant solution

features. Of the 11 borings in positive anomaly areas of the map,

only 3 encountered cavities: C6(66,158), E8(190,80), E21(57.5,-4).

Boring C6 encountered a 1.5-ft cavity at a 38-ft depth which represents

a case clearly beyond the detectability limits of the microgravimetric

method. Boring E8 encountered a 2.0-ft cavity at a 17-ft depth; this

represents a depth-to-thickness (diameter) ratio of 8.5, which is just

outside the detectability limits of the method (Butler 1980). Note that

E8 is close to the boundary of the positive anomaly zone. Referring to

the boring log for boring E21 (Appendix B), the vertical thickness of

cavities is sufficient that a negative gravity anomaly should have been

detected; however, boring E22 (52,-17.5) detected no cavities (to its

total depth of 20 ft), and thus it is possible that the cavities at

(57.5,-4) may be small in lateral extent. The gravity data values at

(40,0) and (50,0) were two of the ten values deleted before contouring;

thus the actual gravity field in this area of the 0 N-S profile line was

not very well sampled. In any event, a significant vertical thickness

of cavities was undetected by the accepted gravity anomaly map at the

location of boring E21.
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PART VI: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Summary

76. This report presents the results of surveys using two geo-

physical methods, microgravimetric and magnetic, at the Medford Cave

site, Fla. As part of a larger research program, the objective is to

assess the applicability of the methods for the detection and delinea-

tion of subsurface cavities. Results of the assessments in this report

and others to follow give guidance for planning and conducting site in-

vestigations in karst regions (or other areas where subsurface voids are

suspected, such as abandoned mines). The motives for including geo-

physics in a site investigation program are twofold: (a) economics--a

combined geological, geophysical, and drilling program can more economi-

cally achieve the required site definition than a closely spaced compre-

hensive drilling program alone, and (b) overall site characterization--

geophysics coupled with selective drilling can often reveal geological

patterns at the site which.can be missed or overlooked in comprehensive

drilling programs.

77. The two geophysical methods discussed in detail in this re-

port are passive potential field methods. Their use is indicated for

site investigations where anomalous site conditions such as faults,

cavities, or other solution features, lateral density changes, etc., are

expected or possible. Results of a third geophysical method, electrical

resistivity surveying, are presented for correlation with the gravity

and magnetic results. Two types of interpretation of the gravity data

are presented: qualitative and quantitative. The qualitative interpre-

tation method uses gravity anomaly maps to locate anomalous zones in

plan. For surveys in karst areas, if residual anomaly maps are prepared,

then all negative anomaly areas are suspect and should be selectively

drilled for verification. It should be remembered, however, that local-

ized relative lows may be indicative of small solution features even if

located in positive residual anomaly areas. Quantitative interpretation
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of selected gravity profiles is illustrated and seen to agree fairly

well with known subsurface features.

78. Importantly, this report considers and illustrates the value

of complementary geophysical surveys for site investigations. In par-

ticular, profiles of gravity, resistivity, and magnetic data are ex-

amined and compared to the results of a verification drilling program.

Simple, qualitative criteria, such as given in paragraph 61, allow pre-

dictions as to the cause of anomalies which can be correlated on two or

more data profiles.

Conclusions

79. The magnetic method appears to be of rather limited useful-

ness for geotechnical investigations including cavity detection in

karst areas, although magnetic methods have been used very successfully

for locating abandoned mine shafts at shallow depths. The magnetic

method may also be of value in the detection of very shallow clay-filled

cavities or pockets. Although some correlation was observed at the

Medford site between magnetic anomalies and other geophysical anomalies

and with geological conditions revealed by drilling, the magnetic survey

in general did not yield results which were of value in defining this

site. However, since susceptibility measurements were not made on the

clays and limestones at the Medford site, a general statement cannot

be made regarding applicability at other sites in karst areas where a

larger clay-limestone susceptibility contrast might exist. In any event,

it is unlikely that a clay-filled cavity or pocket will be detectable in

a magnetic survey if its size is not of the same order as its depth of

burial or if the depth to the top of the feature exceeds about 10 ft

(3 m).

80. Microgravimetric methods are of more general applicability

for geotechnical site investigations. At the Medford Cave site, the

results of the microgravimetric survey successfully delineated in plan

the known cavity system, which varied in depth from about 10 ft (3 m) to

about 30 ft (10 m) to the top, and led to the discovery of unknown
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solution features and trends. Comparison of a gravity profile line with

a detailed geologic cross section revealed excellent correlation with

small-scale clay pockets and limestone pinnacles and detected a known

cavity which passed beneath the profile line at a depth to center of

about 24 ft (7.3 m) and with an effective diameter of 9 ft (2.7 m) for

a depth-to-thickness (diameter) ratio of 2.7. Six selected negative

anomaly features were specifically drilled for verification purposes,

and all borings intercepted air- or clay-filled cavities or clay- or

sand-filled pockets in the limestone. Of 11 borings in positive anom-

aly areas, only 3 intercepted cavities.

81. The cavity system was adequately detected and delineated

using a 20-ft (6.1 m) station spacing.* A station spacing of 10 ft

(3 m) allowed detection of small-scale cavities and other solution fea-

tures in the top of the limestone. For a reconnaissance survey of simi-

lar sites, a station spacing of 20 ft should be adequate for detecting

zones with solution features that might pose threats to bearing capacity,

for example. Of course, the adequacy of a gravity anomaly map prepared

from data obtained with a given grid spacing depends on the purpose of

the site investigation. If detecting small-scale solution features is

important, such as the limestone pinnacles and clay pockets at this site,

then clearly a grid spacing of 20 ft would be too coarse for definition

or delineation.

82. Even though it has been stated that the microgravimetric

survey delineated the known cavity system, the significance of this

terminology must be emphasized. First of all, the gravity anomaly maps

detected the location in plan of the known cavity system. Next, the

complex gravity anomaly due to cavity system correctly defined the known

directional trends of the system. Qualitatively, the magnitude and

areal extent of the complex anomaly give an idea of the sizes and depths

of the cavity system. Assumption of a simple geometry allows quantita-

tive estimates of size, depth, and density contrast. Although the

* A station spacing as large as 40 ft would have allowed detection of

the main cavity system, although orientation trends would not have
been well defined.
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gravity anomaly maps, particularly the map for a 10-ft grid over the

cavity system, suggest more than a single solution feature for the west-

southwest extension of the cavity system, for example, the individual

cavities are not individually resolved. Indeed, for the gravity anomaly

above two cavities at the same depth to be resolved (i.e., separated

into two separate anomalies), the separation of the cavities must be

about 1.2 times the depth (Butler 1980). Thus, the occurrence of multi-

ple cavity features close together will result in a gravity anomaly

which is the superposition of the individual anomalies and may not indi-

cate the separate features.

83. Using simple model assumptions, computed depths to tops of

cavities agree to better than 25 percent, thicknesses to better than

40 percent, and areal extent of cavities to better than 15 percent of

known cavity dimensions. These percentages are completely model-

dependent and in no way reflect the accuracy of the survey or the micro-

gravimetric technique. In general, since indicated geophysical anoma-

lies must ultimately be drilled at least selectively for verification,

the location of anomalous areas in plan is essentially all that is re-

quired from the geophysical surveys. Use of gravity data to estimate

depths to features causing anomalies, however, can be accomplished with-

out much expenditure of time and can be of value in some cases.

84. Three conditions can limit the applicability of microgravi-

metric surveys to site investigations in karst areas. The first condi-

tion is extreme topographic variation. As can be seen from Figure 17,

however, the number of stations significantly affected by the sinks at

the Medford site is not large. The manner in which the extreme topo-

graphic feature will affect gravity data can often be predicted even

though it may be difficult to apply proper terrain corrections. The

second condition is the presence of a high level of lithological noise,

which is simply defined as gravity fluctuations due to shallow, lateral

density variations. Lithological noise can arise due to lateral changes

in soil type or, in the case of the Medford site, due to fluctuations in

depth to top of rock beneath a thin soil cover. Although the detection

of a pinnacled limestone surface such as shown in Figures 5 and 14 is an
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important objective, the lithological noise from the pinnacled surface

may mask gravity anomalies caused by underlying cavities. Even though

the amplitude of the "noise" level on the right side of the profile in

Figure 41a is about 20 pGal, this does not necessarily imply that the

detectability limit for cavities is limited to anomalies greater than

20 pGal, since the anomalies due to deeper sources will also have longer

spatial wavelengths. In any event, the presence of lithological noise

will complicate the detection of anomalies due to the small cavity fea-

tures. The noise at the Medford site did not interfere with the delinea-

tion of the known cavity system, although the amplitudes of the anoma-

lies over the main cavity system may be larger or smaller in places due

to the noise. The third condition which can limit the applicability of

microgravimetric surveys results from the resolution considerations in

paragraph 82. If there are multiple cavities or other solution features

which are close together, the individual cavities may not be identified.

That is, an isolated cavity may be easier to detect than a similar cav-

ity surrounded by many other cavities; in such a case, the gravity

anomaly produced by the cavity complex will be detected as a superposed

anomaly.
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APPENDIX A: GEOLOGY IN THE AREA OF MEDFORD CAVE,
MARION COUNTY, FLORIDA



General Surficial Geology

1. The Medford Cave site is located in East Central Section 38 T

13 S, Range 21 E, Marion County, Fla., approximately 1.1 miles south of

the Post Office in Reddick, Marion County, Fla., and west of old US 441.

2. The land is partially in woods, and the remainder is used for

cattle grazing and crops. The water drainage is interior with no sur-

face streams present. Ponds, sinks, caves, and open limestone quarries

aid in water recharge to the underground Floridan aquifer. Rainfall

seeps rapidly through the sand and clayey surficial materials and con-

tinues downward to the potentiometric surface of the Floridan aquifer.

In this area of Marion County, the potentiometric surface stands at

about 50 ft above mean sea level. There are very few natural outcrop-

pings of "Ocala" limestone in the area because of the overlying thin,

younger formations and yet more recent alluvium. The "Ocala" limestone

is apparent in sinks and caves and where surficial residual boulders are

present. Man-made outcrops of this limestone occur in roadcuts and

limestone quarries.

3. The local relief in the Medford Cave area is about 110 ft.

This relief is due to solution of the soft underlying limestone. Typ-

ically, the higher hills are capped with quartz sand, clayey sand, and,

in some instances, clay. The sand and clayey sand is generally much

thinner on the sides of the hills, and much thicker in the low areas at

the foot of the hills.

4. Many active and inactive limestone quarries occur in the gen-

eral area. Commercial grade limestone is present in many counties of

Florida. In the Marion County area, however, the high elevation of the

top of the limestone results in a greater quantity of limestone avail-

able for mining above water level. These higher limestone elevations

have made it possible for karst feature development to proceed to greater

maturity. Caves, open sinks, clay-filled solution pipes, open-solution

pipes, and horizontal-filled and open conduits are typical of these

higher limestone areas.
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Ocala Uplift

5. The Florida Plateau is composed of a thick series of shallow

marine deposits, dominantly limestones, which are underlain by rocks of

Paleozoic age. The core of the Florida Plateau is composed of metamor-

phic and igneous rocks. These crystalline rocks occur at great depth.

There is little evidence that the limestones of the Florida Plateau have

undergone extensive deformation, though the elongate Ocala Uplift of

Post-Oligocene time created positive areas in Florida. The central axis

of the Ocala Uplift trends NNW, and the oldest rocks within the uplift

area are located in the center of the dome in Levy County, Fla. Here

the dome has been truncated by erosion, exposing the Avon Park Formation

of Eocene age. Levy County is in northwest coastal peninsular Florida.

The formational dips in the vicinity of the Ocala Uplift vary from 2.5

to 12 ft per mile. The limits of the Ocala Uplift exceed 165 miles in

length and 60 miles in width.

General Stratigraphy

6. The general stratigraphy of the Medford Cave locality is rep-

resented by rocks of Eocene through Recent age. Eocene is the oldest

series of rock units exposed in the State of Florida and is the princi-

pal age of rocks encountered in the Medford Cave area. The Medford Cave

area lies near the east-central flank of the Ocala Uplift. The top of

the oldest outcropping formation associated with the Ocala Dome is the

Avon Park Limestone of Eocene age (Claiborne stage). The area of the

outcrop of the Avon Park Limestone lies approximately 33 miles west-

southwest of the Medford Cave locality. Near the Medford Cave locality

in Section 2, T 13 S, Range 21 E, the Avon Park Limestone top is re-

ported to occur at a point 89 5 ft below sea level. This detection of

the top of the Avon Park Limestone lies about 2.45 miles northeast of

the post office in Reddick, Fla., or approximately 3.4 miles northeast

from the Medford Cave locality.

7. Overlying the Avon Park Limestone in the Medford Cave locality
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are the Inglis, Williston, and Crystal River Formations. These latter

three formations are of the Ocala Group of limestones of Jackson stage.

The Oligocene series of rock formations are missing in the Medford Cave

area, but a portion of the Miocene series is present in the area. The

Hawthorne Formation of Miocene age overlies the Crystal River Formation

of Eocene age. The unconformity is sharp. Overlying the Miocene Haw-

thorne Formation (limestone) at the Medford Cave area are Recent clayey

sands and sands.

8. Based on microfaunal data, the Eocene limestone tops (Avon

Park, Inglis, and Williston Formations) vary appreciably in elevation

relative to sea level, even over short distances. This is due not only

to a regional dip, but also due to an uneven depositional surface. Re-

ports resulting from drill hole data show the Williston Formation top to

stand at 13 to 18 ft above sea level in Section 2, T 13 S, Range 21 E,

or 3.42 miles northeast from the Medford Cave locality; and, additional

reports show the Williston Formation top to stand at 65 ft above sea

level at Kendrick in Marion County, which is 6.86 miles south of the Med-

ford Cave area.

9. Based on the above data, at least 80 ft of limestone of the

Crystal River Formation are present at the Medford Cave locality. It is

within this stratigraphic unit that Medford Cave is developed. The next

underlying stratigraphic unit, the Williston, will be at least 25 ft in

thickness. The Inglis Formation is about 75 ft in thickness. Thus, the

total thickness of the Ocala limestones in the Medford Cave area is

about 180 ft. The three Ocala limestones, Inglis, Williston, and Crys-

tal River, have been delimited to a great degree by microfauna content,

and many accurate lithologic and faunal well studies have yet to be

completed in order to determine formational tops, bottoms, and thick-

nesses. Geographically oriented accurate lithologic cross sections do

not exist.

10. The Ocala limestones are generally very pale orange in color,

though they may appear white. The Inglis Formation is the hardest of

the three formations, the Williston is intermediate in hardness, and the

Crystal River Formation is the softest of the group. Identification of
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the three formations is generally made by microfauna, although the

Inglis Formation in some areas contains as much as 44 percent magnesium

carbonate, and is light gray to medium yellow-brown in color. Gener-

ally, though, the Ocala limestones are nearly pure calcium carbonate

(98 percent).

11. Overlying the Ocala group of formations at the Medford Cave

locality are outliers of the Hawthorne Formation of Miocene age. The

Hawthorne Formation is 3 to 8 ft in thickness and is a hard molluscan

limestone. The Hawthorne limestone is plate orange to cream in color

and is crossbedded in some outcroppings. The limestone contains a pro-

lific assemblage of fossil snails and clams. This basal, hard, Haw-

thorne limestone forms a "cap" on the higher hills in the Medford Cave

area.

12. Overlying the basal Hawthorne limestone is a Hawthorne clay.

This Hawthorne clay is medium blue-green in color, soft to "blocky" in

texture, and is composed of the clay mineral attapulgite with a minor

amount of the clay mineral montmorillonite. Frequently, the clay is

slightly sandy and silty and may contain thin stringers of nearly pure

silica sand. The silica sand is generally parallel to the bedding plane

of the clay. Overlying the Hawthorne clay is a sandy, clayey Hawthorne

bed containing phosphate pebbles. This phosphatic bed is overlain by a

Recent clayey sand, which is in turn overlain by a Recent very slightly

clayey sand. The complete geological section characteristic of the Haw-

thorne Formation is found on the higher hills in the Medford Cave area.

Jointing

13. There are few data that indicate faulting has occurred in the

Medford Cave area of Marion County. Although, there are few data which

would indicate fracturing of the rocks resulting from intense faulting

and folding, jointing in the area is apparent. Joints in the central

Marion County area have been found to strike N 15 to 25*W, N 80 to 83*W,

and N 33 to 35*E. The joints are near vertical and show little or no

displacement. The joints occur as closed joints or are open as the
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result of solution of the limestone by groundwater movement. In in-

stances where the joints are occupied by moving water, the water has

followed the joint patterns of least resistance within the soft lime-

stone and has moved downward and laterally toward the potentiometric

surface. Upon the widening of a joint set, the moving water may form a

cave such as Medford Cave. In time these water-worn joints may become

filled with clays and clayey sands. These clayey sands are water-

transported from the overlying Hawthorne and Recent Formations. These

features appear in a quarry wall as a "filled" cave.

14. Near-vertical chert (flint) dikes occupy joints. These dikes

can be 50 ft or more in vertical extent and as much as 2 ft in diameter.

Upon outcropping, these chert dikes may strike as much as 600 ft on

level ground. Any one of the three joints may either by closed, chert-

filled, or may serve as a water conduit. A preferred joint direction

is chosen by the moving water, this being that joint most parallel to

the downward gradient of the potentiometric surface.

Limestone Surface Features

15. The limestone surface in the Medford Cave area is locally

highly irregular, due to solution of the soft Crystal River limestone

and the subsequent development of karst features, such as sinks. In

some localities at the Medford Cave site, a protective layer of more

dense limestone (Hawthorne) is present and has inhibited the development

of sink activity in the underlying limestone. Other masses of dense

rock materials which influence sink activity are chert masses. These

masses not only occur as chert (flint) dikes, but will occur parallel to

the limestone bedding plane. The limestone bedding planes are near hori-

zontal; therefore, the long axis of the chert masses are also horizontal.

The chert masses are generally lenticular in shape and may be as great

as 10 ft in thickness and 20 ft in length. These chert deposits can be

as thin as 1 in. and 5 ft long, all of them parallel to the limestone

bedding plane. The chert masses are quite dense and hard and apparently

were deposited during the time of limestone deposition, since individual

A6



fossils exist in an undisturbed state with a portion of the fossil in

the limestone and the remaining portion within the chert. That portion

of the fossil within the limestone will be composed of limestone and

that portion of the fossil within the chert will be composed of chert.

No break is evident as the fossil passes from the limestone to the chert.

Those masses of chert which influence sink activity will be present from

the surface of the ground to a point 50 ft below the top of the lime-

stone. Downward-moving water within a solution zone will be diverted by

the chert mass. Lateral or horizontally moving water which encounters a

chert mass may be directed in its movement by the chert mass. It is

evident, from the foregoing, that surface features are influenced by

chert masses at depth or by hard surficial limestone.

16. Vertical relief on the Ocala limestone surface may be extreme.

Where large sinks have developed, this vertical relief may be as great

as 100 ft over a horizontal distance of 400 ft. Most of the sinks in

the Medford Cave area of Marion County are filled with the overlying

younger clays, clayey sands, and sands. The land surface is therefore

smooth and may not reflect the highly irregular underlying limestone

contact. Beneath the overlying clays and sands, the filled sinkholes

appear in plan view as circular in form and may coalesce. In cross sec-

tion, these sink features are cone-shaped or funnel-shaped, with the

greatest width at the limestone surface. Some cone-shaped features have

the greatest width at the bottom and are thus inverted. Other solution

features appear as vertical pipes, circular in form, with little change

in diameter between the bottom and the top. Several generations of

sinks may be present.

17. The interior surfaces of the sinks are undulating and smooth,

and downward-percolating mineral-laden water will result in the forma-

tion of secondary crystalline material on the limestone surface of the

sink. The larger and deeper sinks will penetrate the Floridan aquifer

and then turn and communicate with a near horizontal conduit. These

conduits generally are aligned in the downslope direction of the piezo-

metric surface of the Floridan aquifer and will attempt to follow a

limestone joint which has been developed in that preferred direction.
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Where these conduits have become filled with clays and clayey sands be-

neath the piezometric surface, they have been referred to as "seams."
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APPENDIX B: BORING LOGS



H.I. go.
DIVISION INSTALLATION1SHEET

DRLLING LOG EE&GD USAE WES OF 1 SHEETS
1. PROJECT 10. SIZE AND TYPE OF BIT NX"Core

Medford Cave Site (CWIS) It. DATUM FOR ELEVATION SHOWN (T MLJr Mfd
-. LOCATION (Cda,.e.or.Started

Marion County, FL I2. MANUFACTURER'S DESIGNATION OF DRILL
S. DRILLING AGENCY Failing 1500

USAE WES S. TOTAL NO. OF OVER- oSTURBED UNDISTURBED
4. HOLE NO. (Ae show bawisel BURDEN SAMPLES TAKEN!ad tol /u(E/260,80) 

El
S. NAME OF DRILLER 14. TOTAL NUMBER CORE BOXES 1

IS. ELEVATION GROUND WATER None

6. DIRECTION OF HOLE I STARTED 1COMPLETED

®VEstTICAL 0INCL.INED DES. FROM VENT.I.DAEOL i 8/97 j82/9

7. THICKNESS OF OVERBURDEN 4.8 ft 17. ELEVATION TOP OF HOLE 166.2
18. TOT AL CORE RECOVERY FOR BORING S

S. DEPTH DRILLED INTO ROCK ATU F INSPECTOR

.TOTAL DEPTH OF HOLE 32.0 ft
CLASSIFICATION OF MATERIALS I CORE 3O OR REMARKSELEVATIONTDEPTHILEGENDT (D .,rnJ RECOV- SAMPLE (DuelW tn ter/. deth of

ERY NO. "sI , eta., If ednfIeow
___cd _ _

SAND, dk gray, loose, fine,
SI clayey silt organic

Grayish tan

CLAY, lt gray, dry, sl
silty, w/ls fragments
slt gray-green plastic
(montmorillonite)

sandy, sl silty

pale blue green, sandy

w/flecks of Fuller's earth

w/ls fragments

166.2 0
2

10-

12

14 -

16 -

18 -

.20

22

24

26 -

28 -

30

32 -

ENG FORM 18 36 PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OfSOLETE.
MAR 71

TRANSLUCENTN T

* Actually v. pale orange
on Munsell Color Chart

4.8

18.3

32.0

Ls, soft, white*, powdery,
chalky, dry.

v. fossiliferous, v.
porous,

clams, corals, forams.

i-

Z20

32

40

-0

1-

PROJECT HOLE NO.
(260,80)E1

-

-
-

-

-

---

-

-
I 1i I l



Hle Me.
DIVISION INSTALLATON SNEET

DRILLING LOG EE&GD USAE WES or 1 SHEETS

1. PROJECT to. ShsE AND TYPE OF BIT NX Core
Med ford Cave Site I. DATUM FOR ELEVATION s OWN (TOM ANw

3. LOCATION (C..rIM.... S Ieem)

Marinn Coun
t~y. FL 12. MANUFACTURER'S DESIGNATION OF DRILL

3. DRILLING AGENCY Failing 1500
USAE WES

3. TOTAL NO. OF OVER- I OISTURSEO UNDISTUUED
4. MOLE NO. (As sftw an *ra fltfi leBURDEN SAMPLES TAKEN

"nd *"""" |(240/80) E3
S. NAME OF DRILLER IS. TOTAL NUMBER CORE BOSES

1. ELEVATION GROUND WATER Non
Ha riaed]Nn

I. DIRECTION OF MOLE STARTED COMPLETED
VERTICAL CINCLINED DEG. FROM VEST. IS. DATENHOLE 8/29/79 8/29/79

17. ELEVATION TOP OF MOLE
7. THICKNESSOF OVERBURDEN 5.3 ft IS. TOTAL CORE RECOVERY FOR BORING S
S. DEPTH DRILLED INTO ROCK 19. SIGNAT F/Or NSPEC

2
TOR1. TOTAL DEPTHNOFNHOLE 22.9 ft

CLASSIFICATION OF MATERIALS % CORE SOX OR REMARKS
ELEVATION DEPTH LEGEND (D 4s.le 1 ) RECOV- SAMPLE (Draw, I i nho erIlose. dspl of

_ _ cd _ERY MO. mOateoa, efc., If .i'uifica.S
______ __________________________ _____ S

Augered

SAND, br, organics

Silty SAND, br

Ls, soft to hard, white*,
fossiliferous,

clams, snails, porous,
hard to medium hard,
with large 1-in. porosity
filled with soft ls

U-

2_

4_

6.

8...

10-~

12~

14_

16.

18.2

20.

22

24-

1

0

PROJECT

MASSIVE CORE LOSS

MOLE NO.

(240,80)E3

* Actually very pale
orange on Munsell Color

Chart

5.3

22.9 |

ENG FORM 1836 PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.
MAR 71

(TRANSLUCENT)

-i _ I I



Hole N.
DIVISION INSTALLATIONTMe EmeT

DRILLING LOG EE&GD USAGE WES OF 1 SHEETS
1. PROJECT 10. SIZE AND TYPE OF BIT NX Core
Medford Cave Site I. DATUM FOR ELEVATION sWNoo(TBrAMst)

2. LOCATION (Coordnates or StElor)

Marion County, FL 12. MANUFACTURER'S DESIGNATION OF DRILL
3. DRILLING AGENCY Failing 1500USAE WES 1. TOTAL NO. OF OVER- DISTURBED UNOISTURBED
4. NOLE NO. (As shown o n- &ira dtto1 BURDEN SAMPLES TAKENandfl mu...e& !.E4 (230/80)

S. NAME OF DRILLER 14. TOTAL NUMBER CORE BOXES

Harried IS. ELEVATION GROUND WATER None
B. DIRECTION OF HOLE !STARTED COMPLETED

VERTICAL INCLINED DES. FROM VEST. IS. DATE HOLE 8/28/79 8/28/79
17. ELEVATION TOP OF HOLE

7. THICKNESS OF OVERBURDEN 4. 7 ft 1S. TOTAL CORE RECOVERY FOR BORING '
S. DEPTH DRILLED INTO ROCK 19. SIGNAT INSP OR
9. TOTAL DEPTH OF HOLE 28.4 ft

CLASSIFICATION OF MATERIALS % CORE BOX OR REMARKS
ELEVATION DEPTH LEGEND (Descrpyted RECOV- SAMPLE (DrtUing tineS master e., depth .o

ELATIOT DETH EatRY rNO., etc., i sIgnilcaeg)
e b c d 0 1

Augered

Silty SAND, br, organics

Ls, white*, med. hard,
porous, fossiliferous
Moulded porosity w/fine
crystalline calcite in

voids (Tampa-Hawthorne),
w/denseis at 8.6-9.0 ft

Limestone, white, soft

(Ocala), hard zone 8.6 to

9.0 ft

Coral, clams

0 -

2

4-

6-

8-

10-

12

14-

16-

18-

20

22-

24-

26-

28-

30-

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

(TRANSLUCENT)

* Actually very pale
orange on Munsell Color
Chart

4.7

28.4

ENG FORM 18 36
MAR 71

_J I I
HOLE NO.

(230,80)E4

r.

-

-
-

-

-
-.

-

-

PROJECT



Holo No.
DIVISION INSTALLATION SHEET 1

DRILLING LOG EE&GD USAGE WES of_1_SHEETS
1. PROJECT 10. SIZE AND TYPE OF BIT Core

Medford Cave Site 11. DATUM FOR ELEVATION SHOWN (TM or M$)
2. LOCATION (Coordinates or Station)
Marion County, F 12. MANUFACTURER-S DESIGNATION OF DRILL

3. DRILLING AGENCY Failing1500
USAGE WES 13. TOTAL NO. OF OVER- DSTURBED UNDISTURBED

4. HOLE NO. (As show ra wingtitle. BURDEN SAMPLES TAKEN
an" file "(220, 80) E5

. NAME OF DRILLER 14. TOTAL NUMBER CORE BOXES 1

Harried 15. ELEVATION GROUND WATER None
6. DIRECTION OF HOLE I STARTED COMPLETED

IS. DATE HOLE
VERTICAL INCLINED DEG. FROM VERT. 8/28/79 8/31/79

17. ELEVATION TOP OF HOLE
7. THICKNESS OF OVERBURDEN 9 ft B. TOTAL CORE RECOVERY FOR BORING %
I. DEPTH DRILLED INTO ROCK 15. SIGNATURE F NS ECTOR

B. TOTAL DEPTHNOF NOLE 27.9 ft
CLASSIFICATION OF MATERIALS % CORE BOX OR REMARKS

ELEVATION DEPTH LEGEND (DesSlpeaemf RECOV -SAMPLE (Drilling ties, waster lose, depth of
E RY NO. ossatherg, et., I significant

e_c d j fB

Silty SAND, brown, organic

CLAY, brown, CH

CLAY, gray, CH, some
fossils

Limestone, white*, soft,
fossiliferous coral

Orange stains @ 17.9 ft

Chalky, hard limestone
nodules, clams

2-

4-

6-

8-

10-

12---

14-

16-

18

20-

22-

24-

26

28

w" i - S.. I..
HOLE NO.

(220, 80) ES

9

* Actually very pale orange
on Munsell Color Chart

ENG FORM 18 36 PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.
MAR 71

(TRANSLUCENT)

--

-

-
-

-

--

POET



Hole N.
DIVISION INSTALLATION sEEET

DRILLING LOG EE&GD USAE WES OF 1 SHEETS
1. PROJECT 10. SIZE AND TYPE OF BIT NX Core

Medford Cave Site 11. DATUM FOR ELEVATION SHOWN (Teor AsL
2. LOCATION (Co.rdinI. or Station)

Marion County, FL 12. MANUFACTURER'S DESIGNATION OF DRILL
3. DRILLING AGENCY Failing 1500

USAE WES 13. TOTAL NO. OF OVER- DISTURBED UNDISTURBED
4. HOLE NO. (Ae.hOanan drawing title BURDEN SAMPLES TAKENand rile nume.d(210 ,80) E6
S. NAME OF DRILLER 14. TOTAL NUMBER CORE BOXES 1

Harried 15. ELEVATION GROUND WATER None

6. DIRECTION OF HOLE STARTED COMPLETED
16. DATE HOLE

VERTICAL INCLINED _ DES. FROM VENT. I H8/28/79 8/28/79
17. ELEVATION TOP OF HOLE

7. THICKNESS OF OVERBURDEN 4 2 ft 16. TOT AL CORE RECOVERY FOR BORING . %8. DEPTH DRILLED INTO ROCK IS. SIGNATURE FIN ECTO

9. TOTAL DEPTH OF HOLE 28.0 ft

CLASSIFICATION OF MATERIALS 11 CORE BOX OR REMARKS
ELEVATION DEPTH ILEGEND (Descrpderd RECOV. SAMPLEI (DrUiling time, wer loa., depth ofE RY NO. ei'aumvd Iec., It eaniuican)

S b c"
$ilty SAND, br

CLAY, brown, CH, silty

Limestone, very soft V -
Ls, white, med. hard to hard
fossiliferous, clams
Orange stained at 8 ft

Soft

Orange stained @ 14.6 ft

U -

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

20

22

24

26

28

0

59

31

- 4- --

25

74

38

Small tool drop (0.2')
at 7.6 ft

...- &_-_saw.*i -.. w r u
MO'E("O.
(210,80)E6

* Actually very pale

orange on Munsell Color
Chart

28

ENG FORM 18 36 PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.
MAR 71

(TRANSLUCENT)

...

--
-

-

-

--

--

--

I POJECT



Hole N.
DIVISION INSTALLATION SMEET .

DRILLING LOG EE&GD ITSAE WES OF 1 SHEETS
1. PROJECT 10. SIZE AND TYPE OF BIT NX Core

Medford Cave Site it. DATUM FOR ELEVATION SHOWN (TOM ormL
2. LOCATION (C Metes or Staton.)

Mari-n CnnI-v FT. 12. MANUFACTURERS DESIGNATION OF DRILL
3. DRILLING AGENCY Failin 1500USAE WES

13. TOTAL NO. OF OVER- DISTURBED UNDISTURBED
4. HOLE NO. (As iMsR n *Dowi4 title BURDEN SAMPLES TAKEN

a "eE7 (200,80)
S. NAME OF DRILLER 14. TOTAL NUMBER CORE BOXES 1

Harried IS. ELEVATION GROUND WATER None
S. DIRECTION OF HOLE STARTED COMPLETED

VERTICAL INCLINED 0 D. FROM VENTI. DATE HOLE 8/28/79 8/28/79
17. ELEVATION TOP OF HOLE

F. THICKNESS OF OVERBURDEN 2. 2 f t
B. TOTAL CORE RECOVERY FOR BORING S

S. DEPTH DRILLED INTO ROCK 19. SIGNATURE O iSP CTOR

B. TOTAL DEPTH OF HOLE 27.7 ft
CLASSIFICATION OF MATERIALS TSCOREIBOX OR REMARKS

ELEVATION DEPTH LEGEND (Descryderd RECOV- SAMPLE (Drjllin tm., wa teress. , depth .o
ELEVA DEPTH a. fERY NO. , * c., ig isiIecan

" b c d ".J bj j _ ___ ___ ___ .4. __ ___ ___

Silty SAND, br, organic

CLAY, brown, CH

Ls, white soft

Ls, white*, soft, fossili-
ferous, clams

Orange stained zone

@ 8.0 ft

CHERT, med. hard, brown,
w/Ls porosity

U -

2-

4

6 _~

8

10

12~

14

16

18

20 -

22

24

26

28

50

100

94

55

15

57

4-

PROJECT

Lost circulation

@ 9.9 ft

Massive Core Loss

HOLE NO.

(200,80)E7

* Actually very pale
orange on Munsell Color
Chart

27.7

ENG FORM 18 36 PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.
WAR 71

TRANSLUCENTN)

-

-
-

-

-

C

I 1 1 1 1



Hole N.
DIVISION INST AL LATION HleN. SEE T 1

DRILLING LOG EE&GD USAGE WES of 1 SHEETs

1. PROJECT 10. SIZE AND TYPE OF BIT MX Core
Medford Cave Site . DATUM ELEVATION SON(TNWr

2. LOCATION (Coord.tI. or Station)

Marion County, FL 12. MANUFACTURER'S DESIGNATION OF DRILL3. DRILLING AGENCY Failing 1500USAGE WES 13. TOTAL NO. OF OVER- DISTURBED 1 UNDISTURBED
4. HOLE NO. (As shown an drawing 11te) BURDEN SAMPLES TAKEN

en.r Al.n..bed (190 ,80) E8

S. NAME OF DRILLER 14. TOTAL NUMBER CORE BOXES 1
Harried IS. ELEVATION GROUND WATER None

6. DIRECTION OF HOLE !STARTED COMPLETED16. DATE HOLE 8/28/79 : 8/28/79:JVERTSCAL INCLINEO DES. FROM VERT.

17. ELEVATION TOP OF HOLE
7. THICKNESS OF OVERBURDEN 4.2 ft 50. TOT AL CORE RECOVERY FOR BORING SG. DEPTH DRILLED INTO ROCK 19. SIGNATURE OIPTOR
S. TOT AL DEPTM OF MOLE 26 .9 ft -

CLASSIFICATION OF MATERIALS % CORE BOX OR REMARKS
OVATION DEPTH LEGEND (DeejpgJw, IRECOV- SAMPLE I(Driig IS imweIter. .,depth .1

ERYI NO. wahirg etac.. Il eignllcaIt)
S b c d 4.0

Silty SAND, br, organics

CLAY, br-gr, CH

Ls, white, soft

Ls, poor quality, soft

very soft zone

Orange stained zone
@ 14.2 to 14.8 ft

Clams, oysters

CHERT, w/Ls-filled pores

CAVITY

0s
ao
a

85

98

U -

2-

4-

6-

8..

10-

12..

14.

16-

18---...

20--

22-

24--

26-

Ls, some orange stain,

fossiliferous

hO.y I

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

(TRANSLUCENT)

30

Lost circulation
@ 8.2 ft

Massive core loss

MOLE NO.
(190,80)E8

12

6.8

21.9

ENG FORM 1836MAR 71

!uw

PROJECT
del



DIVISION NSTALLATIONo SHEET

DRILLING LOG EE&GD USAE WES of 1 SHEETS
1. PROJECT to. SIZE AND TYPE OF BIT NC Lore

Medford Cave Site 11. DATUM FOR ELEVATION sHOWN (TWX or As)
2. LOCATION (Coordh,.I. or Station)

Marion County. FL 12. MANUFACTURER'S DESIGNATION OF DRILL

3. DRILLING AGENCY Failing 1500
USAE WES 13. TOTAL NO. OF OVER- oISTVURtEO UNDISTURBED

4. HOLE NO. (A. .s o wn anrs 1 tBtte BURDEN SAMPLES TAKEN

an"'t t umb...d E9 (180 ,80)
(. NAME OF DRILLER 14. TOTAL NUMBER CORE BOXES 1

Harried 15. ELEVATION GROUND WATER None

6. DIRECTION OF HOLE !STARTED COMPLETED
IS. DAT E HOLE

VERTICAL INCLINED_ DE. FROM VERT. 8/27/79 8/27/79
17. ELEVATION TOP OF HOLE

7. THICKNESS OF OVERBURDEN 7.8 f t
V. TOTAL CORE RECOVERY FOR BORING S

S. DEPTH DRILLED INTO ROCK 19. SIGNATURE OF 1 P CJR

S. TOTAL DEPTH OF HOLE 26.5 ft
CLASSIFICATION OF MATERIALS COREE BOX OR REMARKS

ELEVATION DEPTHDLEGEND (DcMpS.J RECOVSAMPLE (DrUInIg Ie mmes ter ls. depth of
ERY NO weUther/. etc., It IniIcan

o b c d "
Silty SAND, br, organics

CLAY, gr, CH

CLAY, br-gr, dry, crumbly

Ls, white w/brown silty
CLAY, (weathered Ls)

Ls, white, soft

Soft to very soft

Diagonal solution channel

from 16.5 to 17.5 ft, very

porous, orange stained,

approx. 1/2 in. wide

Soft, fossiliferous

CAVITY

Ls, white, soft

b

N
00

28

100

0-

2_

4-

6

8-

10-

12-

14-

16

18 -

20

222

242

26

12

Lost circulation
@ 21.5 ft

Tool drop, 22-25 ft

-" - -. , -- - -

44

ENG FORM 18 36 PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.
MAR 71

(TRANSLUCENT)

MOLE NO.
I(180, 80)E9

i

i

PROJECT



DIVISION INSTALLATION N1 N.SHEET 1
DRILLING LOG EE&GD USAGE WES O 1o1NSHEETS

I. PROJECT 10. SIZE AND TYPE OF BIT NX Core
Medford Cave Site it. DATUM FOR ELEVA TION sOWN(TNr M

. LOCATION (Coordinsa(. or StatImr
Marion County, FL 12. MANUFACTURER-S DESIGNATION OF DRILL

3. DRILLING AGENCY Failing 1500USAFWES 13. TOTAL NO. OF OVER- WDUsTURBEO UNDISTURBED
4. HOLE NO. (A. a.s b'a rwing 1#e BURDEN SAMPLES TAKEN

. iU. mibedl E10 (174.3.80)
S. NAME OF DRILLER 14. TOTAL NUMBER CORE BOXES

Harried '5. ELEVATION GROUND WATER None
B. DIRECTION OF MOLE STARTED COMPLETED

'6. DATE HOLE 8 /27/79 8 /27/79VERTICAL INCLINED DES. FROM VEST.
.7. ELEVATION TOP OF MOLE

7. THICKNESS OF OVERBURDEN 12.4 ft
10. TOTAL CORE RECOVERY FOR BORING S

S. DEPTH DRILLED INTO ROCK 19. SIGNATURE ISP TOR '

B. TOTAL DEPTHOF HOLE 12.6 ft
CLASSIFICATION OF MATERIALS % CORE BOX OR REMARKS

ELEVATION DEPTH LEGEND (D0e, mJI R E COV- SAMPLE (Drsulew yImerSm ster ss, deph of
IERYI NO. weawth.e i, see., i .djnilicoa4)

o b c0 1

2-

4-

6

8-

10-

12-

14-

Silty SAND, br, organics

CLAY, gray, CH

Ls, white soft

ENG FORM 18 36 PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.
MAR 71

(TRANSLUCENT)

b
Q)

00

O1.E NO.
(174.3,80)E

PROJECTOOA I!P'T "no or YA
1 1 1 I 1__1

-



Hole No.
DIVISION NStALLATION SHEET

DRILLING LOG EE&CD USAE WES or 1 SHEETS
1. PROJECT 10. SIZE AND TYPE OF BIT N~r

Medford Cave Site at. DATUMFSON 6 J13 L)
. LOCATION (Coordiatbes or Statdm

Marion County, FL 12. MANUFACTURER-S DESIGNATION OF DRILL
i. DRILLING AGENCY Failing 150o

USAE WES 13 TOTAL NO. OF OVER- O4STUNEG UNDISTURBED
4. MOLE NO. (A. shr .n abog att BURDEN SAMPLES TAKEN

an ie.s n'mb E11 (170,80)
B. NAME OF DRILLER 14. TOTAL NUMBER CORE BOXES )

Harried IS. ELEVATION GROUND WATER None
6. DIRECTION OF MOLE ! STARTED I COMPLETED1.VENTICAL (INCLINE____ e.6. DATE HOLE 7OM7/7 911-7/79

17. ELEVATION TOP OF MOLE
7. THICKNESS OF OVERBURDEN 6.2 ft
B. DEPTH DRILLED INTO ROCK 1. SIGNATURE O IN P TOR
S. TOTAL DEPTH OF MOLE 26.6 ft

CLASSIFICATION OF MATERIALS COREE BOX OR REMARKS
ELEVATION DEPTH LEGEND (Dose . RECOV- SAMPLE (Duangh is -s ...t.oss d.p h o

E * 4.16-. ... U .A. I.
Siivy SAND. br. organic

CLAY, gr, CH

Ls, white*, soft to very
soft, very fossiliferous,
clams, very porous

High angle fracture @ 18 ft

Paste at approx. 21 to
21.5 ft

ENG FORM 18 36 PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.
MAR 71

TRANSLUCENTN

70

90

2 -

4-

6_

82

10-

12-

14-

16-

18-

20-

22

24

26 -

30

92

w~w~r H.Lw. Nr..

(170,80)E1l

i

-

-

-

--

---

PIIOJECT



Hole N.
DIVISION INSTALLATIONHle EET .

DRILLING LOG EE&GD USAGE WES oF 1 SNEETS
1. PROJECT I0. SIZE AND TYPE OF BIT NX Core

Medford Cave Site 11. DATUM FOR ELEVATION SHOWNo(TrMmjrL
2. LOCATION (Coordinates or Stoin}

Marion County. FL 12. MANUFACTURER'S DESIGNATION OF DRILL
S. DRILLING AGENCY Failing 1500

USAGE WES 1'3. TOTAL NO. OF OVER- I DISTURBED UNDISTURBED
4. HOLE NO. (As shoIn an drawing tel BURDEN SAMPLES TAKEN

S. NAME OF DRILLER 14. TOTAL NUMBER CORE BOXES 1

Harried IS. ELEVATION GROUND WATER None6. DIRECTION OF HOLE STARTED I COMPETED
IS. DATE HOLE

=VERTICAL INCLINED DES. FROM VER. 9/27/79 8/27/79
17. ELEVATION TOP OF HOLE

7. THICKNESS OF OVERBURDEN 3 ft
16. TOTAL CORE RECOVERY FOR BORING %

S. DEPTH DRILLED INTO ROCK 19. SIGNATURE I S ECTO

9. TOTALDEPTHOFNHOLE 22.4 ft
CLASSIFICATION OF MATERIALS CORE BOX OR REMARKS

ELEVATION DEPTH LEGEND (DesrppgjJ RECOV- SAMPLE (Drilling timeS. Sor 155e, depth of
ERYI NO. I weadwrnM, etc., it sIaIIIIcSeI

____c d 4...g

Augered

Silty sand, dk. brown,

organics

Ls., White*, soft, v.
porous, fossiliferous

clams

Lost water at 17.4'

Chert, large pores filled

w/v. soft Ls

Lost all core below 19'

80

56

-50

0-

2-

4-

6-

8

10 -

12 -

14 -

16 -

18 -

20

22 -
i-

Poor quality core.
Pieces badly washed

and broken

Lost circulation @
17.4'

Recovery estimated to
be 0

HOLEMO.

(160,80)E12

32

ENG FORM 1836
MAR 71 PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

(TRANSLUCENT)

-

-

---

-

.



Hole N.
DIVISION IN STAL L ATION HleN. SEE T

DRILLING LOG EE&GD USAGE WES OF 1 SHEETS

1. PROJECT 10. SIZE AND TYPE OF BIT NX Core
Medford Cave Site 11. DATUM FOR ELEVATION SHOWN (T3M wr MJ

2. LOCATION (Coordinates or Statior)

_Marion Colin-y ,F. 12. MANUFACTURER'S DESIGNATION OF DRILL
3. DRILLING AGENCY Failing 1500

USAE WES 13. TOTAL NO. OF OVER- DISTURBED UNDISTURBED
4. HOLE NO. (As Isown on drawing tte BURDEN SAMPLES TAKEN

and ri'e "u"bed E13 (150, 80)
5. NAME OF DRILLER 14. TOTAL NUMBER CORE BOXES 1

Harried IS. ELEVATION GROUND WATER None
6. DIRECTION OF HOLE !STARTED COMPLETED

16. DATE HOLE
O VERTICAL QINCLINED DES. FROM VERT. 18/27/798

17. ELEVATION TOP OF HOLE

7. THICKNESS OF OVERBURDEN 2 ft '1. TOTAL CORE RECOVERY FOR BORING S
B. DEPTH DRILLED INTO ROCK 19. SIGNATURE OF INSPE
9. TOTAL DEPTH OF HOLE 14.8 f t

CLASSIFICATION OF MATERIALS %SCORE BOX OR REMARKS
ELEVATION DEPTH LEGEND (DescrDje. 1 RECOV- SAMPLE (Drufing 

t
ime, Iter ls. depth of

ER Y I NO. Iweaterg C., i significant)
S b c de IgB

Augered
Sand, dk br, silty, organics

Augered

Ls, white, soft

Ls, white*, soft to very
soft, fossiliferous

Calcite, porous in near

vertical fracture @ 5.3 to
6.1 ft

v. fossiliferous, v.

porous

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

(TRANSLUCENT)

0-

2-

4-

6--

8

10-

12-

14-

16-

96

90

4-

PROJECTENG FORM 18 36
MAR 71

HOLE NO.

(150,80)E13

-

-

---

-

L I l



mole me.
DIVISION INSTALLATION $HEET

DRILLING LOG EE&GD USAE WES OF 1 s EFTS

1. PROJECT 10. SIZE AND TYPE OF BIT X Core
Medford Cave Site '1. DATUM FOR ELEVATION SHOWN (7DMr .)

2. LOCATION (CordbI.et" or Stet/on)

Marion County, FL 12. MANUFACTURER'S DESIGNATION OF DRILL
3. DRILLING AGENCY Failing 1500
USAE WES

13. TOT AL NO. OF OVER- |DISTURBED UNDISTURBED
4. HOLE NO. (A hsn nrawing titi BURDEN SAMPLES TAKEN

aE14 (140,80)
S. NAME OF DRILLER 14. TOTAL NUMBER CORE BOXES 1

Harried IS. ELEVATION GROUND WATER Nnnp
S. DIRECTION OF HOLE (STARTED COMPLETED

1 VERTICAL INCLINED DES. FROM VERT.. DATE OLE 8/27/79 8/27/79
17. ELEVATION TOP OF HOLE

7. THICKNESS OF OVERBURDEN 1.2 f t
1B. TOTAL CORE RECOVERY FOR BORING 'S. DEPTH DRILLED INTO ROCK 19. SIGNATURE OF I C R 02

!. TOTAL DEPTH OF HOLE 14.6 ft

LA CLASSIFICATION OF MATERIALS SCORE BOX(OR REMARKS
LEGEND (D sVR SAMPLE (DiYINO. s , 1se"e", deth of

IE RYINOI mwoalarI, etc., fii SinifIcaM)
S b c "e

Augered
Sand, dk br, organics

Augered
Ls, white, soft

Ls, white*, soft
orange br crystals on
parting @ 5.3 ft

very fossiliferous

74

100

.9.

PROJECT

Lost circulation @
15.2 ft

H MOLE NO.

(140,80)E14

S I I I l

2

4

6-

8-

10-

12 -

14-

16-

ENG FORM 1836
MAR 71

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

(TRANSLUCENT)



Mel. N.
DIVISION INST AL LA TION H.. B.SEE T 1

DRILLING LOG EE&GD USAGE WES O11SEETS
1. PROJECT 10. SIZE AND TYPE OF BIT NX Core

Medford Cave Site i. DATUM FOR ELEVATION SHOWN (TEN wor SE
2. LOCATION (Coordiates or Staftin)

Marion County, FL 12. MANUFACTURER-S DESIGNATION OF DRILL
3. DRILLING AGENCY Failing 1500USAE WES

13. TOTAL NO. OF OVER- DISTURED UNOISTURBEO
S. NOLE NO. (A. hs so n .aaw ititl BURDEN SAMPLES TAKENead file nsaber)

. NAME OF DRILLER:E 13080) 4. TOTAL NUMBER CORE BOXES 1

Harried 1B. ELEVATION GROUND WATER NoneG. DIRECTION OF HOLE STARTED COMPLETED
IS. DATE HOLE

VERTICAL INCLINED DES. FROM VENT. /71R /7Q R19717Q
17. ELEVATION TOP OF HOLE

7. THICKNESS OF OVERBURDEN 2 ft 16. TOTAL CORE RECOVERY FOR BORING %
B. DEPTH DRILLED INTO ROCK lB. SIGNATURE o I $P

9. TOTAL DEPTH OF HOLE 1
CLASSIFICATION OF MATERIALS % CORE BOX OR REMARKS

ELEVATION DEPTH LEGEND (Descritio IRECOV. SAMPLE (DIuUW I ino, fola.e, depto!
E RY NO. we.uardev, e1.., i .itldnieMn

s cf
0-

2-

4-

6-

8-

10-

12-

14-

16-

Augered
Sand, dk br, organics

Augered
Ls, white soft

Ls, white*, soft to very
soft

ENG FORM 18 36 PREVIOuS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.
MAR 71

(TRANSLUCENT)

100

4.-

s e . - " .N.L. N. OLE3 8O.
(130,80)El

PROJECT



Hole Me.
DIVISION INSTALLATION SHEET

DRILLING LOG EE&GD USAGE WES OF 1 SHEETS

1. PROJECT 10. SIZE AND TYPE OF BIT NX Core
Medford Cave Site 11. DATUM FOR ELEVATION SHOWN
LOCATION (Coods.te. or St.. .,

Marion County, FL 12. MANUFACTURER'S DESIGNATION OF DRILL
3. DRILLING AGENCY Failing 1500

USAE WES ,3. TOTAL NO. OF OVER- DISTURBED UNDISTURBED
4. HOLE NO. (As.shown on reawhintle BURDEN SAMPLES TAKEN

end fi"eumbe(120,80) E16
S. NAME OF DRILLER 14. TOTAL NUMBER CORE BOXES 1

Harried IS. ELEVATION GROUND WATERHNone
". DIRECTION OF HOLE STARTED COMPLETED

VERTICAL JINCLSNEDDES. FROM VEBT. IS. DATE HOLE 8/27/79 8/27/79
17. ELEVATION TOP OF HOLE

7. THICKNESS OF OVERBURDEN 2 ft IS. TOTAL CORE RECOVERY FOR BORING S

B. DEPTH DRILLED INTO ROCK 19. SIGNATURE INS ECTOR

9. TOTAL DEPTH OF HOLE 15.3 ft I z' a
CLASSIFICATION OF MATERIALS %CORE BOX OR REMARKS

ELEVATION DEPTH LEGEND (De.criptior - RECOV- I SAMPLE I(DrUIIngIJ Ites, aterl ose. depth o!SE RY NO. marWa.thSrindetc., I .inlicad
a b c d e B

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

45

93

100

72 Lost circulation @
13.8 ft

(280 lO.
(120,80) E1(

Augered

Sand, dr br, organics

Augered
Ls, white, soft

Ls, white*, soft to med.

hard, broken up

soft

soft, horiz. bedding

plane at 8.4 ft, porous,
very fossiliferous

Chert, dk brown, v. hard,

large voids filled w/Ls

*v. pale orange

ENG FORM 18 36 PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.
MAR 71

(TRANSLUCENT)

--

I I l 1 l I
PROJECT MLE N



Hole N.
DIVISION INSTALLATION Hol EETe.

.~LATIOSEETDRILLING LOG EE&GD USAGE WES OF 1SHEETS
1. PROJECT 10. SIZE AND TYPE OF BIT NX Core

Medford Cave Site 11. DATUM FOR ELEVATION SHOWN (To rL)

2. LOCATION (Canodes or Sta.. Or.
Marion County, FL 12. MANUFACTURER'S DESIGNATION OF DRILL

3. DRILLING AGENCY Failing 1500
USAE WES

13. TOTAL NO. OF OVER- DISTURSED UNDISTURBED
4. HOLE NO. (A. hewn an ,rs .tn S1111.1 BURDEN SAMPLES TAKENand in. a i 

~dE17 (110 ,95)
E.7A(11095)R14. TOTAL NUMBER CORE BOXES 1

S.NANE OF DRILLER
Harried IS. ELEVATION GROUND WATER None

6. DIRECTION OF HOLE !STARTED COMPLETED16.DATE HOLE 9/5/79 9/5/79
VERTICAL INCLINED DEG. PROM VERT.

17. ELEVATION TOP OF HOLE
V. THICKNESS OF OVERBURDEN 4 f t .EEATOTPOFOE

7. TOTAL CORE RECOVERY FOR BORING %
B. DEPTH DRILLED INTO ROCK 19. SIGNATURE OF 9 PE TO

9. TOTAL DEPTH OF HOLE 35.3 ft
CLASSIFICATION OF MATERIALS SCORE BOX OR REMARKS

ELEVATION DEPTHILEGEND (D.ju j IRECOV-ISAMPLE (Drfling time. wo, 1I. detI hof
I I ER Y NO. .wwasrrid. eta. If ianificnd)

o b c" t g

0-

2-

4-

6-

8-

10

12-

14-

16-

18-

20

22-

24-

26-

28-

30-

32-

34-

36 -

ENG FORM 18 36 PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.
MAR 71

(TRANSLUCENT)

Clayey sand, brown

V. clayey sand, red-br

Ls, white, med. hard,
fossiliferous, clams,
snails

72

oyster shells
76

Chert, br, hard, w/macro.
porosity (2-in.) filled
w/white Ls 56

CAVITY 0

Ls, white, soft, macro-

micro fossils

66

37

CAVITY 0

Ls, white, soft

38

PROJECT HOLE NO.

(110,95)Eli

I i I l



Hole N.
DIVISION INSTALLATION ml N.SHEET

DRILLING LOG EE&GD USAGE WES 1 F 1 SHEETSI. PROJECT to. SIZE AND TYPE OF BIT NX Core
Medford Cave Site 11. DATUM FOR ELEVATION WNO N o(TBNr

L LOCATION (Coordinates or Sta ard

1 mile S. Reddick. FL 12. MANUFACTURERS DESIGNATION OF DRILL
3. DRILLING AGENCY Failing 1500
USAE WES

S. TOTAL NO. OF OVER- I DS/TURBED UNDISTURBED
L H O LE NO. (A s onon dr ws y i t le. B U RD EN SA M P LES TA K EN

. NAME OF DRILLER 14. TOTAL NUMBER CORE BOXES 1
Harried Is. ELEVATION GROUND WATER None

L DIRECTION OF HOLE !STARTED COMPLETED

-- VERTICAL EINCLINEDO _ E. FROM VENT. DATE NOLE 9/2/79 9/2/79
17. ELEVATION TOP OF NOLE

7. THICKNESS Of OVERBURDEN 6.4 ft IS. TOTAL CORE RECOVERY FOR BORING S
S. DEPTH DRILLED INTO ROCK 19. SIGNATURE OF IN C R

!. TOTAL DEPTNOFNOLE 32.8 ft
CLASSIFICATION OF MATERIALS % CORE BOX OR REMARKS

ELEVATION DEPTH LEGEND (DIecrydeed RECOV- SAMPLE I(DruUsw I flt. water Ss o, d pth of
E__dR Y 

4
N O - e 

ee & sa c.. H f e a n d

Sand,
Silt,

Sand,
Silt,

dk br, w/clay
rock frags, organics

lt br, w/clay,
rock frags

u

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

20

22

24

26

28 -

30

32 -

34

ENG FORM 18 36 PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.
MAR 71

(TRANSLUCF.N7

Lost circulation @ 8.6'

Circulation back @ 10.0'

PROJECT MOLE MO.I (225,40)E18

Ls, white, soft, porous
40

CAVITY

Clay, br, w/rock frags

Ls frags, chert frags,
w/yellow-br stains

Ls, soft, white, v. fossil-
iferous, porous 90

v. soft, large shells

Ls paste 79

Chert, br, hard, w/Ls 36
filled porosity, some -- -
voids, w/crystals water
staining 26

Ls, soft, v. fossilferous,
v. porous, large shells

33



1 DIVISION INSTALLATION
DRILLING LOG EE&GD USAE WES

1. PROJECT 10. SIZE AND TYPE OF BIT

Med ford Cave Site II. DATUM FOR ELEVATION
2. LOCATION (Coordbsa., or Ste.Irn)

Marion County, FL 1S. MANUFACTURER-S DESIGN
3. DRILLING AGENCY Failing 1500

13. TOTAL NO. OF OVER-
4. HOLE NO. (As .jwl an aNsn ttle BURDEN SAMPLES TAKENan.rlf nu...d :E19 (117.5,-5)
S. NAME OF DRILLER 14. TOTAL NUMBER CORE BO

Harried IS. ELEVATION GROUND WAT
I. DIRECTION OF HOLE STAR

(VERTICAL INCLINED _______ 9DE. FROM VERY.I. DATE HOLE 8/

7. THICKNESS OF OVERBURDEN 2 ft 17. ELEVATION TOP OF HOLI

15. TOTAL CORE RECOVERY
N. DEPTH DRILLED INTO ROCK

1. TOTAL DEPTH OF HOLE 33.5 ft

CLASSIFICATION OF MATERIALS % CO
RECOELEVATION DEPTH L EGEND (Ds e RCfD""wtlo~lERY

B h a d e

Sand, v. clayey, gr. br,
w/white phosphatic grains

2 a

Ls, white soft

4

6

100

8

10 100

12 Massive core loss, no tool
drops, but no core recovery 0

14 V. soft zone or void

-6 0
16-

18

Clay, yellow-gray, 8

(montmorillonite), small
20 amount recovered

22

Void or filled w/v. soft

24 material
0

26

Ls, white, soft, chalky
28 zone 31.5 to 33.5 ft

30 56

32

34-

I PROJ

ENG FORM 18 36 PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE

MAR 71
(TRANSLUCENT)

IE BOX OR
V- SAMPLE

NO-.

ECT

Hole N..
SHEET 1

O, 1 SHEETS

NX Core
SHOWN (T e )

NATION OF DRILL

OISTUNRED UNDOISTNEO
II

aXES 1
ER None
STED COMPLETED

1/79 8/31/79
E

FOR BONING S

REMARKS
(Dl rifin i, N.I. b... sedepthof

S.I.tarW1. .. At .if .eI ar..aS

1(117 .,-5)1



Hole N.
DIVISION INSTALLATION SHEET 1

DRILLING LOG EE&GD USAE WES OF 1 SHEETS
1. PROJECT 10. SIZE AND TYPE OF BIT NX Core

Medford Cave Site 11. DATUM FOR ELEVATION SHOWN (TOM WM$L)
2. LOCATION (Coordinates or Station)

Marion County. FL 12. MANUFACTURER'S DESIGNATION OF DRILL
3. DRILLING AGENCY Failing 1500

USAGE WES 13. TOTAL NO. OF OVER- DISTURBED UNDISTURBED
4. HOLE NO. (A" ro 1111dra.ing title! BURDEN SAMPLES TAKEN !

and fl" nuber)E20 (110,0)
S. NAME OF DRILLER 14. TOTAL NUMBER CORE BOXES 1

Harried 1S. ELEVATION GROUND WATER None
6. DIRECTION OF HOLE STARTED COMPLETED

VERTICAL -JINCLINED __16.DATEHOLEDES. FROM VERT. ! 8/31/79 8/31/79
17. ELEVATION TOP OF HOLE

7. THICKNESS OF OVERBURDEN 1. 7 ft
1B. TOTAL CORE RECOVERY FOR BORING '

B. DEPTH DRILLED INTO ROCK 19. SIGNATURE 0
9. TOTAL DEPTH OF HOLE 19.3 ft

CLASSIFICATION OF MATERIALS CORE BOX OR REMARKS
ELEVATION DEPTH LEGEND (Decriptio)REOV-SAMPLE (Oriling tiater, t o, depth of

E . eathering, .I..Isignificat)
0 6 c d " (

U

2-

4-

6-

8

10

12

14

16

18

20

22

24

26

Sand, clayey, dk br to
yellow br, Ls frags

Ls, white, soft to med.

hard, v. porous, v. fossil
if erous

Chert, br, hard

CAVITY

Chert, br, hard, w/large
open and Ls-filled porosity
slight tool drops

Orange stains @ 11.0 ft

CAVITY

BOH

ENG FORM 18 36 PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.
MAR(71

(TRANSLUCENT)

43

i i i
PROJECT HOLE NO.

(110,0) E20



Hole No.
VISION ,ISTALLATION SHEET

DRILLING LOG EE&GD USAE WES OF 1 SHEETS
1. PROJECT 10. SIZE AND TYPE OF BIT

Medford Cave Site I. DATUM FOR ELEVATION SHOWN (Thor ML)
L LOCATION (Coordirates or Station)

Marion County, FL 12. MANUFACTURER'S DESIGNATION OF DRILL
3. DRILLING AGENCY Failing 1500

USAE WES
13. TOTAL NO. OF OVER- I DISTURBED UNDISTURBED

4. HOLE NO. (A.shown arn dra.h. tite! BURDEN SAMPLES TAKEN
and i meE21 (57.5,-4)

S. NAME OF DRILLER 14. TOTAL NUMBER CORE BOXES 1
Harried IS. ELEVATION GROUND WATER None

6. DIRECTION OF HOLE !STARTED COMPLETED

®JVERTICAL EJINCLIIIED ___ DEC. FROM VERT. 16. DATE HOLE 9/4/79
17. ELEVATION TOP OF HOLE

7. THICKNESS OF OVERBURDEN 2.2 ft 1. TOTAL CORE RECOVERY FOR BORING %
S. DEPTH DRILLED INTO ROCK 19. SIGNATU OF C

B. TOTAL DEPTH OF HOLE 3
CLASSIFICATION OF MATERIALS % CORE BOX OR REMARKS

ELEVATION DEPTH LEGEND (D*.crplD RECOV- SAMPLE I(DrdlIn mIee, 1.s .e. , depth of
I I I E RY NO. I ,eatierl, etc., i signIIcaIvI }

a b c d " g

Clayey sand, dk br

Clay, sl. sandy, gr-br,stiff

Ls, white, med. hard

corals, clams, hard
nodules

CAVITY

0

2-

4-

6-

8-

10-

12-

14-

16-

18-

20-

22-

24-

26-

28--

30-

32-

34-

36 -

38

ENG FORM 18 36 PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.
MAR 71

(TRANSLUCENT)

Ls, white, soft, clams,
snails

CAVITY

Ls

CAVITY

Ls

CAVITY
w/gr-br clay

Ls, v. soft

stringers of med. hard

Ls, w/gr-br clay in voids

Seam with br. clay 35.5 to
36.0 ft

48

0

19

-0

50

84

saw . .. w. ..

-

-
~

--

-_

--

--
-

--_
-
--

-_-

-

~o

PROJECT MOL.E NO.

( 57 . 5,-4 ) E.



DIVISON INSTALLATION
DRILLING LOG Geotechnical Lab WES

. PROJECT to. SIZE AND TYPE OF BIT '" co
'.ed ford Cave Site '1. DATUM FOR ELEVATION SNOWN
- LOCA TION (Co desatee or S"Iten)

12. MANUFACTURER'S DESIGNATIO
3. DRILLING AGENCY Failing 1500

obile District Coros of Fngineers S. TOTAL NO. OF OVER- 1 '42
4. MOLE NO. (A. gAn.. e dr.MgI l.t! BURDEN SAMPLES TAKEN -

an"at'"r "R=*be' 52, - 17. 5
S. NAME OF DRILLER 14. TOTAL NUMBER CORE BOXES

Herbert Owens IS. ELEVATION GROUND WATER

4. DIRECTION OF NOLE ISTATED
IS. DATE HOLE

VERTICAL. INCLINED DES. FROM VEnT. 11 June

17. ELEVATION TOP OF NOLE
7. THICKNESS OF OVERBURDEN 2 .5 I. TOTAL CORE RECOVERY FOR B

S. DEPTN DRILLED INTO ROCK 17.5 f, ,,. A URE O ,.INSPCTO

1. TOTAL DEPTH OF MOLE ) .-

CLASSIFICATION OF MATERIALS s CORE BOX OR
ELEVATION DEPTN LEGEND (D..e RECOV- SAMPLE (DIII6D _____ ___RY O._" a e "

sand, silty, blAck, grading no flig
into grey clay with ls sampl to o
nodules 2.5

-Ls, white, very soft, Rung coup

fossiliferous, scattered 33j auge
10 chert fragments

Run 1

5%

20

ENG FORMN R, 18 36 PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE. PROJECT

'TRAN.(SLUCE.7 7 : oI'd Ce -St'

Ho" No.
SHEET

OF 1 SEET

re
(ram ow ew.

I OF DRILL

LIRBED UNDSTURBECD

1
none

I COMPLETED
80 :11 JTm, P

OWRNG 12 s

REMARKS
fin tibe, rotor fee. depth of
*aI.rln$, etc.. if *ignifIca.n

ht auger to 5.2 't;
f limestone at

ft; is very soft
d have probably
red to 20 ft

MOLE MO.

52. - i l .'



Hole N.. 1'0. 60
DIVISION INSTALLATION 1SHEET 1

DRILLING LOG G-tcn ~ nh 3-li-N o' I SHEETS
I. PROJECT 10. SIZE AND TYPE OF BT - e o

d iod 
I. DATUM FOR ELEVATION SHOWN (rEO f J

2. LOCATION (CowrdM.AI,. .,OSI41")

12. MANUFACTURER'S DESIGNATION OF GRILL
3. DRILLING AGENCY Failin; 1500
Mobile District Corry of Engineers ,, TOTAL NO. OF OVER- IDTURSED UNDISTURBED4. HOLE NO. (A. .s. an *r.ernt itle! BURDEN SAMPLES TAKEN

*-""".** 130 , 60a. NAME OF DRILLER 14. TOTAL NUMBER CORE BOXES 1

Herbert Owens is. ELEVATION GROUND WATER none6. DIRECTION OF HOLE IBYARTED COMPLETED

D VERTICAL CIMCLINED ______ S06. FROM VERY.BIS. DATE HOLE Oi R.
17. ELEVATION TOP OF HOLE

F. THICKNESS OF OVERBURDEN 3.0 ft
IS. TOTAL CORE RECOVERY FOR BORING 38 

I. DEPTH DRILLED INTO ROCK 23.6 ft 19. SIG TU OF IN PECTO.

9. TOTAL DEPTH OF HOLE P .+.

CLASSIFICATION OF MATERIALS S CORE SOX OR REMARKS
ELEVATION OPTH LEGEND (...,jplgO 1RECOV- SAMPLE (Driling IbW Se. allose. d0h eI

ERY NO. ~srhjrsl, etc..t srcue
. . .dc d "

sand, silty black, grading
into grey clay with is nodule

Ls, white to pink, hard,
fossiliferous, scattered
chert

Ls, soft below 8.2 ft; very
soft zone from 13.5 ft to.
17.0 ft with tan water return

no
5
ssmpl
Run 1

1002
Run 2

7%

Run 3

5%

Run 4

41%

Box
1

10-

20-

30-

flight auger to 4.2 ft,
top of rock at 3.0 ft

lost most of water
return at 130 ft

y N

ON

I-bo m

C CpO ®

CDII W

PROJECTS HOLC NO.
: j ' >vo . ( : :n .'1(b130, 60

1 _ __ __I__ _ __ __ I__ 1.

r-t| |

ENG FORM 18 36 PSCVIOUS rOeTIONS ARE OBSOLETE.MAR 71

(71:A.% I JCrNT)

-

-_

"--

-

--

-~
--

-



Hole No. (A, ?45
DIVISION INSTALLATION SHEET 1

DRILLING 'LOG G of e ch n i r T oh 1.-.'7 O' - SHEETS

1. PROJECT 10. SIZE AND TYPE OF BIT ,Ir--mo

"'a ford Cav, Si t+. 11. DATUM FOR ELEVATION HOWN (TOMr MSL)

2. LOCATION (Co rd.ate or Statior)

12. MANUFACTURER'S DESIGNATION OF DRILL
3. DRILLING AGENCY - r

MobileDistrct Cops of": inerl . nj 1.500
mobile District Corps of Engineers ,3. TOTAL NO. OF OVER- IDITURBED UNDISTURBED

4. HOLE NO. (A shess on drawing tite! BURDEN SAMPLES TAKEN I..-and file nmnbed)

S. NAME OF DRILLER 14. TOTAL NUMBER CORE BOXES

Herbert Owens 15. ELEVATION GROUND WATER none
I. DIRECTION OF HOLE STARTED COMPLETED

16. DATE HOLE
VERTICAL EINCLINEDDE GD. FROM VERT. I 1 1 Ti-n 80 ,in 80

17. ELEVATION TOP OF HOLE -.
7. THICKNESS OF OVERBURDEN 7 +p 1. TOTAL CORE RECOVERY FOR BORING U s
B. DEPTH DRILLED INTO ROCK 22.5 ft 19. SIGNATURE OF I PECT

I. TOTAL DEPTH OF HOLE .. f

CLASSIFICATION OF MATERIALS % CORE BOX OR REMARKS
ELEVATION DEPTH LEGEND (Descrptn) RECOV- I SAMPLE (Dilling fl ue, water lose, depth o

4d(EwRY 
NO. gathering. eta., it SignI/IaX da c 9 I

sand, black grading into
black clay with is nodules

Ls, white, soft, fossilifer-
ous; most of core sarale
was hard fossil casts and

molds; soft is washed away

1o

s ample
Run 1
210

Run 2

5u

Run 3

PROJECT

Box

1

flight auger to 3.5 ft

lost water return at
6 ft, no cavities

RQD = 0

jammed core barrel
into soft ls the last
0.2 ft; ls was very
soft and granular

HOLE NO.

(8, 25

10

20

30

ENG FORM 18 36 PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.MAR 71
(T1'AVSLUCEN TI

E 
1 1

-

--

---



Hole No. i rc o
L VISION INSTALLATION SHEET .1

DRILLING LOG Geotechnical Lab WES AOFGSHEETS

1. PROJECT 10. SIZE AND TYPE OF BIT ER CE BXES 1 P
Hefor CwvesI te 11. EEAUM FRULVANEOWN nB or M

2. LOCATION (CoordAnateT or StatoP
12. MANUFACTURER'S RESIGNATION OF DRILL

3. 
BRITLING AGENCY Failing; 1500

B obile District Corps of EngineersD H H TOTAL NO. OF OVER- OLEISTURBED UNDSsTURBED
4. HOLE NO. (A. ehownn orn drawing rtill! BURDEN SAMPLES TAKEN

CLL. NAME OF CRILLERO. TOTAL NUMBER CORE BOXES 1
Herbert Owens 13. ELEVATION GROUND WA TER none

6. CIRECTIONOOFVAOLEMISTARTED I MILETED
QVERTICAL QINCLINED DEG.FRnOM VERT. 16.DT OE l10 June 80 10 June 80

17. ELEVATION TOP OF HOLE
7. THICKNESS OF OVERBURDENO h9.Icft_. TOTAL CORE RECOVERY FOR BORING 10 '
B. DE PTH DRILLED INTO ROCK 16 .0 ft 1.$ EO,(SE

9. TOTAL DEPTH OF HOLE oNtV /,fz
CLASSIFICATION OF MATERIALS S CORE BOX OR REMARKS

EL EV ATION D PTH L EGEND (D..crlpt/on) R ECOV- SAMPL E (Drillin t tm", water lose, depth ofI L ERY NO- eweathlering, *Cc.. If signlflcand0
e b c d " 1

sand, silty, blackish -
brown grading into

grayish-brown clay at

3 ft.

Ls, white, fossiliferous,
soft, scattered fragments
of chert

Bottom of hole at 25.0 ft

a
O H-
co a

Run 1

6%

Run 2
20%

Box
1

used flight auger
to 9.0 ft

water return changed
from white to tannish-

pink color at 14.0'

lost water return at
24.0 ft but no cavity

PROJECT

.j,:i Cave ?ite

HOLE NO.

165, ,5

10-

20-

ENG FO'M 18 36
VAR 71

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

(TPAN5LII(CN77

i 1 - 1 .51

I I 1 -I

~

-

-



Hoi. No. T, - ("rP

DRILLING LOG Visot chni e,' Lib o 1S"EETE
1. PROJECT 10. SIZE AND TYPE OF BIT ="" povn
?!,%" 1" r'e (M arv 3itr 11. DAT UM F RE LEV ATIONSH 5OWN (B iZ

2. LOCATION (Comrde.at.. "r Steeses

12. MANUFACTURER'S DESIGNATION OF DRILL
3. DRILLING AGENCY

Mobile District Corns of Engineers IS. TOTAL NO. OF OVER- DISTURSED UNOISTURBED
4. HOLE NO. (A. shoWon r b 4 11t1el BURDEN SAMPLES TAKENand the nuseed -- * -

S. NAME OF DRILLER- core 14. TOTAL NUMBER CORE BOXES 3
IS. ELEVATION GROUND WATER Hone

S. DIRECTION OF HOLE STARTED COMPLETED
IS. DATE HOLE

VERTICAL. c-INCLINED _DES. FROM VERT. 11 June 80 : 13 June 9i
17. ELEVATION TOP OF HOLE --

7. THICKNESS OF OVERBURDEN 3.1 ft .. ,iS. TOT AL CORE RECOVERY FOR BORING 2.3 S
S. DEPTH DRILLED INTO ROCK 97 . ft 19. SIGNATURE OFJNSPECTOR

S. TOTAL DEPTH OF HOLE 100.8 ft 
.

CLASSIFICATION OF MATERIALS SCORE BOX OR REMARKS
ELEVATION DEPTH LEGEND (D..c /.n) RECOV- SAMPLE (Deiiling time, water lose, depth off ___ _ E RY NO. ' 

1
er 'tlM. sic. it . It Midnc dS

" b c d " 0 -T
sand, fine, black grading to
clay with ls nodules

Ls, white to creamy, soft,
weakly cemented, friable,
fossiliferous (pelecypoSs,
gastropods and macro-forams),
scattered fragments of chert

soft pasty ls, 0.3 ft of
core

cavit-

flight auger to 3.1 ft

Lost all water return
at 8.0 ft

Used various drill
speeds, drill pressure,
and amounts of water;
but could not get good
core recovery

PROJECT

''Ifr i ('.e ''te

1-

1

3

4

50

60

70

80

90

no

ample

Run 1

28%

Run 2

28%

Run 3

20%

Run 4

4%

Run 5

7%

Run 6

19%

Run 7

46%

Run 8

18%

Run 9

1'4%

Ruin 1

1,75;

ENG FORM 18 16 PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

(m-'l-UCFNT)

MOLE NO.

I - core

iri 1 1 1

---

-

--

--

---

-

~_

-



N..HN..
DIVISIONt INSTALLATION SHEET

DRILLING LOG EE&CD USAGE WES 10,2 SHEETS
I. PROJECT W0. SIZE AND TYPE OF BIT NX Core

Med ford Cave Site I. DATUM FOR EVA TION sHOWN (T3Nw
2. LOCATION (Co-Abn.e Soermn)

Marion County, FL 12. MANUFACTURERS DESIGNATION OF DRILL
S. DRILLING AGENCY Failing 1500USAEIDES 1. TOTAL NO. OF OVER- 1D STURBED UNDISTURBED
4. MOLE NO. (A. shorn -on .dow lesE BURDEN SAMPLES TAKEN

.NAME OF D E C (162,153) 14. TOTAL NUMBER CORE BOXES 3

Stewart '1. ELEVATION GROUND WATER Nnn6. DIRECTION OF HOLE !STARTED COMPLETED16. DATE MOLEJ VERTICAL INCLINED DU OS. FROM VERT.

17. ELEVATION TOP OF MOLE 159.5 ft
7. THICKNESS OF OVERBURDEN

IS. TOTAL CONE RECOVERY FON BORING'
B. DEPTH DRILLED INTO ROCK IS. SIGNATURE INSPECT

S. TOTAL DEPTHMOF MOLE 60.2 ftb-1
CLASSIFICATION OF MATERIALS % CONE rBOx OR REMARKS

ELEVATION DEPTH LEGEND
1  

(Dee[Ren) ECOV- SAMPLE (DWII1 6m04, .erE lees. dPA oI
ERY NO. weer re, 1. if .eIdISMeed

e c d e 1
Sand, br, organic

Ls, It gray, hard, w/large

fossils, v. porous, dense
matrix
(Tampa-Hawthorne)

Clay, dk br, silty, organic
Ls. gray, hard
Ls, white, soft (Ocala-

Crystal River)

1/2 in. chert @ 15 ft

Chert 15-17 ft

w/large Ls-filled porosity

chalky

100

159.5

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

20

22

24

26

28

30

32

34

36

38-

Chert, br, hard, w/large

Ls-filled porosity

24

Ls, white, med. hard

soft

ENG FORM 18 36 PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OSsOLETE.
MAR 71

(TRANSLUCENT)

30

18

28

46

(162,153)



Hole N.
DIVISION INSTALALATIONHNo SHEET 2

DRILLING LOG EE&GD USAGE WES of 2 SHEETS
1. PROJECT 10. SIZE AND TYPE OF BIT NX Core

Medford Cave Site 11. DATUM FOR ELEVATION SHOWN (TBM or

2. LOCATION (Coordinates or Staion)

_. nCnnry, F 12. MANUFACTURER'S DESIGNATION OF DRILL
3. DRILLING AGENCY Failing 1500

USAE WES 1I. TOTAL NO. OF OVER- DISTURBED UNDISTURBED
4. HOLE NO. (As shown1an1draw 1.1 titl BURDEN SAMPLES TAKEN

.a fie u. ber) :C1 (162, 153)

S. NAME OF DRILLER 14. TOTAL NUMBER CORE BOXES

Stewart 15. ELEVATION GROUND WATER

6. DIRECTION OF HOLE !STARTED I COMPLETED
IN. DATE HOLE

VERTICAL CINCLINED DE. FROM VERT.

17. ELEVATION TOP OF HOLE
7. THICKNESS OF OVERBURDEN

1. TOTAL CORE RECOVERY FOR BORING S
B. DEPTH DRILLED INTO ROCK 19. SIGNATURE OF INSPECTOR

9. TOTAL DEPTH OF HOLE 60. 2

CLASSIFICATION OF MATERIALS %SCORE BOX OR REMARKS
ELEVATION DEPTH LEGEND (De.cr.iore RECOV- SAMPLE I(DrIIInW time, Eter os. depth of

ERY NO. athrt, etc., if ijnificarsl
a _ c e f g

42

44

46

48

50

52

54 -

56

58

60

Intermittent gray flecks,

organic

Orange stained porous zone

@ 58.2

ENG FORM 18 36 PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.
MAR 71

(TRANSLUCENT)

18

4-

- b 5-
NOLE NO.

(162,153) Cl
PROJECT



Hele No.
DIVISION INSTALLATION SHEET 1

DRILLING LOG EE&GD USAGE WES 1 F2 SHEETS
I. PROJECT 10. SIZE AND TYPE OF BIT NX Core
Medford Cave Site 11. DAT UM FOR ELEVATION SHOWN (T3N hor AL)

2. LOCATION (Coordinates or Station}

Marion County FL 12. MANUFACTURER'S DESIGNATION OF DRILL
3. DRILLING AGENCY Failing 1500

USAE WES 13. TOTAL NO. OF OVER- DISTURBED UNDISTURBED
4. HOLE NO. (As show no drawing title BURDEN SAMPLES TAKEN

andUumbe..~r .C2 (92,77.5)

S. NAME OF DRILLER 14. TOTAL NUMBER CORE BOXES 3
Stewart 15. ELEVATION GROUND WATER None

6. DIRECTION OF HOLE !STARTED COMPLETED

16. DATE HOLE
Xl VERTICAL INCLINED DEG. FROM VERT.

17. ELEVATION TOP OF HOLE 156.7 f t
7. THICKNESS OF OVERBURDEN

1B. TOTAL CORE RECOVERY FOR BORING '
B. DEPTH DRILLED INTO ROCK 19. SIGNATURE OF IN CTOI

9.TOTAL DEPTH OF HOLE 60.2 ft .
CLASSIFICATION OF MATERIALS %CORE BOX OR REMARKS

ELEVATION DEPTH LEGEND (Dec pt- 1 RECOV- SAMPLE (Drailing dle, weter ose, depth ofIE RY NO- .s.weathSeriget., it significant)
a _c d 0 f B

Sand, silty, dk br,
organics

156.7

80

90

60

2-

4-

6-

8-

10-

12-

14-

16-

18-

20 -

22-

24-

26-

28-

30

32-

34-

36 -

38 -

Ls, white, soft to med.

hard

Chert, br, hard, w/large

(2") Ls-filled porosity

Ls, white, soft 2" chert
seam at 10.0 ft

orange stained porous
zone @ 17.0 ft

large fossils, clams

v. large fossils

pasty zone 28 to 30.2 ft

orange stained porous
zone @ 32.2 ft

v. soft

chalky

86

60

PROJECT

Lost circulation @ 8.5'

MOLE NO.

(92, 77.5) C2.

100

94

ENG FORM 18 36 PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.
MAR 71

(TRANSLUCENT)

1I I 1



Hele Me.
IVISIONINST AL L NATION SHEE T

DRILLING LOG EE&CD USAE WES 
1

0F 2 SHEETS
1. PROJECT 10. SIZE AND TYPE OF BIT

Medford Cave Site I1. DATUM FOR ELEVA TION SHOWN (TBNr )
2 LOCATION (Coord.iates or Station)

12. MANUFACTURER'S DESIGNATION OF DRILL
3. DRILLING AGENCY

13. TOTAL NO. OF OVER- DISTURBED UNDISTURBED
a. HOLE NO. (As shown & drawing h tfe BURDEN SAMPLES TAKEN

a,.file umbed C2 (92,77.5)
S. NAME OF DRILLER 14. TOTAL NUMBER CORE BOXES

15. ELEVATION GROUND WATER

6. DIRECTION OF HOLE !STARTED COMPLETED
IS. DATE NOLE

VERTICAL INCLINED DEG. FROM VERT.

17. ELEVATION TOP OF HOLE
7. THICKNESS OF OVERBURDEN

1S. TOTAL CORE RECOVERY FOR BORING S9. DEPTH DRILLED INTO ROCK 19. SIGNATURE OF INSPECTOR
B. TOTAL DEPTH OF HOLE

CLASSIFICATION OF MATERIALS : CORE BOX OR REMARKS
ELEVATION DEPTHLEGEND (Description. RECOV- SAMPLE (DrUlw tMinme, mer loe, depth .1

E RY NO. iwtathIrMl , etc., it sIdniIcIntI
ed__ _ _ _ _ _

42

44

46

48

50

52

54

56

58 -

60

Orange stained zone @
49.2 ft

med. hard zone @ 51.2 ft

ENG FORM 18 36 PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE O68OLETE.
MAR 71

(TRANISLUCEN T)

100

70

100

'p "f/ ' -u' f..

(92,77.5)C2

PROJECT



Hole N.
DIVISION INSTALLATION HoleENo.

DRILLING LOG EE&GD USAGE WES OF 2 SHEETS
. PROJECT to. SIZE AND TYPE OF BIT NX Core

Medford Cave Site 11. DATUM FOR ELEVATION SHOWN (TUr ASMef2. LOCATION (Coordinate or Staidon)
Marion County, FL 12. MANUFACTURER-S DESIGNATION OF DRILL

. DRILLING AGENCY Failing 1500
13. TOTAL NO. OF OVER- DISTURBED UNDISTURBED

4. HOLE NO. (A.ehson on drawing 11tt.1 BURDEN SAMPLES TAKEN
.id fi.,eneed iC3 (115. 5, 80)

S. NAME OF DRILLER 14. TOTAL NUMBER CORE BOXES 3
Stewart IS. ELEVATION GROUND WATER None

6. DIRECTION OF HOLE STARTED COMPLETED
14. DATE HOLE 89*9 /979

VERTICAL INCLINED DES. FROM VENT.

17. ELEVATION TOP OF HOLE 157.2 ft
7. THICKNESS OF OVERBURDEN

i. TOTAL CORE RECOVERY FOR BORING XS. DEPTH DRILLED INTO ROCK IS. SIGNATURE OF SPECTOR

B. TOTAL DEPTH OF HOLE 61.7 ft
CLASSIFICATION OF MATERIALS T<CORE BOX OR REMARKS

ELEVATION DEPTH LEGEND (Deecrydei) RECOV-ISAMPLE (DrUinrIg te, Iswaer Ioe, depth of
IE RYI NO. .e.umew.r etc., Itignlic.M)

e___ d "e g

Sand, dk br, organic

Ls, white, soft to med. hard

Alternating soft & med. hard
zones

soft

Chert, @ 16.7 ft

v. soft

v. soft

soft

80

10

157.2

2

4-

6-

10-

12-

14-

16-

18-

20-

22-

24-

26-

28-

30-

32-

34-

36-

38-

20

20

20

No tool drops on C3

PROJECT HOLE NO.
(115.5,80)C

-0

'0

ENG FORM 18 36 PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OsOLETE.
MAR 71

(TRANSLVCENT)



Hole Me.
DIVISION INSTALLATION $HEET 2

DRILLING LOG EE&GD USAGE WES lor2 SHEETS

1. PROJECT 10. SIZE AND TYPE OF BIT

Medford Cave Site I. DATUM FOR ELEVATION SHOWN (Tm or Mw )
L LOCATION (Cordbnte. or Station)

12. MANUFACTURER'S DESIGNATION OF DRILL
2. DRILLING AGENCY

13. TOTAL NO. OF OVER- DISTURBED UNDISTURBED
4. HOLE NO. (As shownand rawerg Cil BURDEN SAMPLES TAKEN

n 

NAME OF DRILLER 
14. TOTAL NUMBER CORE BOXES

IS. ELEVATION GROUND WATER
6. DIRECTION OF HOLE !STARTED COMPLETED

16. DATE HOLE
]VERTICAL ]INCLINED DEG. FROM VERT.

17. ELEVATION TOP OF HOLE
P. THICKNESS OF OVERBURDEN

1B. TOTAL CORE RECOVERY FOR BORING S
I. DEPTH DRILLED INTO ROCK 19. SIGNATURE OF INSPECTOR

9. TOTAL DEPTH OF HOLE

CLASSIFICATION OF MATERIALS %CORE BOX OR REMARKS
ELEVATION DEPTH LEGEND (D"jc po RECOV- SAMPLE (DUInI, time, water lose, depth of

EeRY NO. awhr. etc., itflignitican6 b dc t4F g

42

44

46

48

50

52

54

56

58

60

62

v. soft, pasty clay

seam @ 44 ft

orange staining

orange staining

ENG FORM 18 36 PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.
MAR 71

(TRANSLUCENT)

90

20

40

20

I .6-"-. -MOLE NO.

(115.5,80)C:

PROJECT



Hole Me.
DIVISION INSTALLATION SHEET

DRILLING LOG EE&GD USAGE WES OF 2 SHEETS
1. PROJECT 10. SIZE AND TYPE OF BIT NX Core

Medford Cave Site I1. DATUM FOR ELEVATION SHOWN (T3N or I.)

2. LOCATION (Coordes,.e or StItMonJ
Marion County, FL 12. MANUFACTURER'S DESIGNATION OF DRILL

3. DRILLING AGENCY Failing 1500
USAE WES

13. TOTAL NO. OF OVER- DISTURBED UNOISTURBEO
4. HOLE NO. (As.sown on drawing Itle BURDEN SAMPLES TAKEN

and ife nmbed .C5 (133.6,77.5)

S. NAME OF DRILLER '4. TOTAL NUMBER CORE BOXES 3

Stewart IS. ELEVATION GROUND WATER None
6. DIRECTION OF HOLE !STARTED COMPLETED

VERTICAL INCLINED DEG. FROM VERT. 16. ATE HOLE 8/10/7979
17. ELEVATION TOP OF HOLE

7. THICKNESS OF OVERBURDEN 2.2 ft B. TOTAL CORE RECOVERY FOR BORING S

6. DEPTH DRILLED INTO ROCK 19. SIGNATURE OF SPE TOR

W. TOTAL DEPTH OF HOLE

CLASSIFICATION OF MATERIALS % CORE BOX OR REMARKS
ELEVATION DEPTH LEGEND (Dscrl. 1REROV- SAMPLE (Driling tlae, water lose, depthfof

E__ b ___trIng, eta.,IfBgnllcan
S b c 0 fi

2-

4-

6-

8 -

10

12 _

14

16 -

18 -

20 -

22

24

26 -

28

30 -

32

34

36

38 -

90

90

80

Sand, dk br, organic

Ls, white, soft

v. soft

large fossils, open
burrow tube

soft

v. soft, large fossils

CAVITY

clay

Orange stained La

Ls, white, soft

60

70

Lost circulation @ 14 ft

Regained circulation

Lost circulation @ 21.5

eI ad- - s --I HOLE NO.
(133. 6, 77.5) C5

100

ENG FORM 18 3 6  PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.
MAR 71

(TRANSLUCENT)

PROJECT



Hole N.
DIVISION INSTALLATION ISOEET 2

DRILLING LOG EE&GD USAE WES o, 2 s11EEns
1. PROJECT 10. SIZE AND TYPE OF BIT

Med ford Cave Site 11. DATUM FOR ELEVATION SHOWN (TEN wL a
2. LOCATION (Cordna., or SIafIms)

12. MANUFACTURER'S DESIGNATION OF DRILL
3. DRILLING AGENCY

13. TOTAL NO. OF OVER- DISTURBED UNDISTURBED
4. HOLE NO. (A. .hl andrawyrg eafl BURDEN SAMPLES TAKEN

B. NAME OF DRILLER 14. TOTAL NUMBER CORE BOXES

15. ELEVATION GROUND WATER

6. DIRECTION OF HOLE STARTED I COMPLETED
IS. DATE HOLE

DVERTSCAL INCLINED DES. FROM VERT.

17. ELEVATION TOP OF HOLE
7. THICKNESS OF OVERBURDEN

1B. TOTAL CORE RECOVERY FOR BORING S
B. DEPTH DRILLED INTO ROCK 19. SIGNATURE OF INSPECTOR

B. TOTAL DEPTH OF HOLE

CLASSIFICATION OF MATERIALS S CORE BOX OR REMARKS
ELEVATION DEPTH LEGEND (Desesa RECOV- SAMPLE I(DuflffI& M ' 1w f.bo, dpsh of

E RY NO. woaffnsim, ec., it signlticaset)
a b c 1 0 9 1

42-

44-

46-

48-

50-

52

54-

56-

58-

60-

62-

ENG FORM 1836
MAR 71

v. soft

v. porous, some orange

staining

CAVITY

Ls, white, soft, w/orange
staining

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

(TRANSLUCENT)

90

50

90

60

PROJECT
1 I 1 1 1 I HOLE NO.

133. 6, 77. 5) CS

--
1_---

J

-



Hole N..
DRILIG INSTALLATION SNEET

DRLIGLG EESGD USAE WES OF 2 SHEETS
1. PROJECT to. SIZE AND TYPE OF BIT NX Core

Med ford Cave Site I1. DATUM FOR ELEVATION SHOWN (TN wAMUL)

2. LOCATION (Coerdhnatee or Start)

Marion County, FL 12. MANUFACTURER-S DESIGNATION OF DRILL
S. DRILLING AGENCY Failing 1500

USAE WES 13. TOTAL NO. OF OVER- I 0SDTURBEO UNDISTURBED
4. NOLE NO. (As eseen en deare.4title! BURDEN SAMPLES TAKEN!

*indf tet'51...1 |C9 (110,113.3)
5. NAME OF DRILLER 14. TOTAL NUMBER CORE BOXES 3

Stewart 1. ELEVATION GROUND WATER None
6. DIRECTION OF HOLE !STARTED COMPLETED

®JVEBTICAL EJINCLINED DES. FROM VET. S16 DATE HOLE 8/10/79 8/10/79
17. ELEVATION TOP OF HOLE

7. THICKNESS OF OVERBURDEN 4 .4 f t
10. TOTAL CORE RECOVERY FOR BORING S

S. DEPTH DRILLED INTO ROCK 19. SIGNATURE OF I PECT R

!. TOTAL DEPTH OF HOLE 60.0 ft
CLASSIFICATION OF MATERIALS 'SCORE BOX OR REMARKS

ELEVATION DEPTH LEGEND (Deeuj - RECOV- SAMPLE (Driteg tiMe, esterose, depth of
S b [ jd E RY NO. smwEathrieste. If sitcent)

e c a 0 1 g

Sand, dk br, organics

Ls, white, med. hard calcite
crystals on fracture @
6.0 ft

100

90

2-

4-

6-

8-

10-

12-

14-

16-

18

20-

22 -

24-

26-

28 -

30-

32 -

34 -

36 -

38 -

v. soft

CAVITY

Ls, br, v. soft
w/clay

white, soft

Sand, lt. br, w/shell-
frags

Ls, white, soft

50

t. --

40

20

PROJECT
SI II l

HOLE NO.

(110,113.3)

soft

Chert, br, hard w/large
Ls-filled porosity

20

15

Ls, white, soft

ENG FORM 18 36 PREVIOUs EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.
MAR 71

TRANSLUCENTN)



Hole Me.
DIVISION INSTALLATION SHEET

DRILLING LOG EE&GD USAE WES OF2 SHEETS

1. PROJECT 10. SIZE AND TYPE OF BIT

Medford Cave Site 11. DATUM FOR ELEVATION SHOWN (Tor ML)
2. LOCATION (Coordinates or Statin)

12. MANUFACTURER'S DESIGNATION OF DRILL
3. DRILLING AGENCY

13. TOTAL NO. OF OVER- I DISTURBED UNDISTURBED
4. HOLE NO. (As sown ar drawing 1111e1 BURDEN SAMPLES TAKEN

an" fie .n.mb") C9 (110 , 113. 3)
S. NAME OF DRILLER 14. TOTAL NUMBER CORE BOXES

15. ELEVATION GROUND WATER
6. DIRECTION OF HOLE !STARTED COMPLETED

16. DATE HOLE
VERTICAL INCLINED DEG. FROM VERT.

17. ELEVATION TOP OF HOLE
7. THICKNESS OF OVERBURDEN

1I. TOTAL CORE RECOVERY FOR BORING SI. DEPTH DRILLED INTO ROCK 19. SIGNATURE OF INSPECTOR

9. TOTAL DEPTH OF HOLE

CLASSIFICATION OF MATERIALS S CORE BOX OR REMARKS
ELEVATION DEPTHLE (Desc faoy RECOV- SAMPLE (Drilling glom., water l osedepth of

ERYEGO.EV M Desring , ct., I dsgn., hcan.
Jb c d * fB

42

44

46

48

50

52

54

56

58

60
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In accordance with letter from DAEN-RDC, DAEN-ASI dated
22 July 1977, Subject: Facsimile Catalog Cards for
Laboratory Technical Publications, a facsimile catalog
card in Library of Congress MARC format is reproduced
below.

Butler, Dwain K.
Cavity detection and delineation research : Report 1

Microgravimetric and magnetic surveys : Medford Cave
Site, Florida / by Dwain K. Butler (Geotechnical
Laboratory, U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment
Station). -- Vicksburg, Miss. : The Station ; Springfield,
Va. : available from NTIS, 1983.

136 p. in various pagings : ill. ; 27 cm. -- (Technical
report ; GL-83-1, Report 1)
Cover title.
"March 1983."
"Prepared for Office, Chief of Engineers, U.S. Army

under CWIS Work Unit No. 31150."
Bibliography: p. 91-92.

1. Caves (Florida). 2. Geophysical research.
3. Gravimeter (Geophysical instrument). 4. Medford
Cave (Fla.) I. United States. Army. Corps of Engineers.

Butler, Dwain K.
Cavity detection and delineation research : ... 1983.
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Office of the Chief of Engineers. II. U.S. Army
Engineer Waterways Experiment Station. Geotechnical
Laboratory. III. Title IV. Series: Technical report
(U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station)
GL-83-1, Report 1.
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